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ABSTRACT
This thesis is a discussion of universal and innate features of
phonology. Specifically, it looks at the speech of a deaf teenage Mexican
immigrant who had no formal education and no access to a language which
he could use as his first language. His speech, though difficult to analyze or
understand, contained strong laryngeal features which could not be explained
through language-speci.6c rules.
Erst, the thesis reviews Mexican Spanish phonology and compares it
to the phonology of the subject's speech. It then compares his speech to that
of deaf speakers who normally learn language upon entering a school system.
The opportunity to learn a language Le., sign language or speech, was not
available to him, and so he grew up in a form of linguistic isolation. The
laryngeal characteristics of his speech could not be accounted for using the
literature on deaf speech; however, similar laryngeal characteristics are
disalssed in the literature on infant speech sounds. Thus, these qualities in
his speech can be found in the first sounds produced. by humans, before they
develop language-specific phonological systems. The unique case of "Genie",
an isolated, traumatized child who is eventually taught to speak, reveals that
her initial vocalizations were also very laryngeal, but that this feature was
quickly lost as her speech improved.
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Ftnally the thesis hypothesizes on the innate quality of laryngealization
in speech, and the natural occurrence of laryngeals in terms of physiology, as
well as the justification of their appearance through feature geometry. The
proposal propounded in this thesis is that the use of laryngeals is universal
and constant until they are replaced with subsequent Ianguage-specific
phonological features. If this does not occur during "normal" language
acquisition stages, then the features remain in speech until such a time as
they are finally supplanted.
iii
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1.0 Introduction
This thesis is a study of some of the innate aspects of phonology. I
have used data from individuals who have not been exposed to regular
linguistic input in childhood, and have examined their speech for unique
characteristics_ My primary informant is an individual who, because of his
deafness, has had extremely little verbal and only some linguistict input. (My
informant will be called E. for the remainder of the thesis.) I have
investigated the phonological systems to which he has been exposed and
compared his resulting system to the phonological systems of other deaf
individuals. As a result of this investigation and comparison, my attention
has been focused on a certain phonological feature ([Laryngeal» whose
widespread occurrence cannot be simply accounted for. I have examined the
research which has been done on socially isolated children and pre-speech
infants for references to use of this feature. Finally, I hypothesize on the
possible reason(s) for its prevalence in only certain phonological systems.
1 The term 'verbal' is used to refer to speech, while 1inguistic' in
this context refers to language in general. which would include languages like ASL.
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1.1 Scope and Objectives
Many researchers have argued over the question of the innate features
of language and/or speech. Determining which facets of language are innate
and which are learned is a complicated business, as most concrete forms of
testing would require isolation from language (an ethically unsound
proposition). This would have to be done to newborn children, so that they
would have no linguistic input, even at that early age. Greater understanding
of the innate features of language could certainly tip the balance in favour of a
theory of Universal Grammar. Isolated children who have had little or no
linguistic input represent a unique opportunity to analyze various language
features to see which features are present, and which are noL By removing
all processes which can be attributed to outside (Le. learned) influences, it is
possible that a few fundamental features of language or speech may remain
which cannot be acrounted for without looking at the poSSibility of
innateness. This is the task I set out to complete; however, the end product
does not result in any broad conclusions. Rather the final focus of the thesis
is on only a single phonological feature.
This thesis analyzes the speech of E., a deaf, Spanish-speaking, 16 year
old Mexican teenager from a small pueblo in west-central Mexico. I compare
both the phonetic and phonological aspects of his speech to the speech of deaf
individuals, as described in the literature (see section 1.2..2). As E. was raised
in a uniquely isolated environment, I also compare his speech to that of
Genie, a child subjected to extreme social deprivation and abuse for some 13
years, and have explored. possible overlaps (in Chapter 5, section 2).
Fwthermore, in chapter 5, I use feature geometry to restate in a simpler and
more convincing manner certain phonological rules which emerged from
my investigation of E.'s speech.
This thesis examines this uneducated deaf child's speech and Genie's
speech, both at similar ages, to explore the possibility that they may share
similarities that are not features of educated deaf nor of unisolated hearing
children's speech, and, which may, further, be illustrative of Universal
Grammar (in particular Universal Phonology). I also investigate E.'s
phonological patterns to isolate those properties which are not features of
Spanish or deaf speech. I investigate these questions through the literature
on deaf speech, the phonology of Mexico City Spanish, phonological feature
universals and acquisition, and Genie's linguistic production.
This thesis is particularly suited to my linguistic background, as I have
in the past studied not only phonetics and phonology, but also the Spanish
language, ASL, deaf culture, and language acquisition.
1.2 Major Findings from Previous Research
The following sections present previous findings on which I have
based my original research.
1.2.1 Mexican Spanish
This thesis provides a description of the dialect of spoken Mexican
Spanish to which my informant had visual (and limited auditory) access.
Resnick (975), Kvavik (980), Lombardi and Peter.; (981). and Canfield (981)
and all describe, with varying amounts of detail, the dialects of Mexican
Spanish from a phonological perspective. By using the dialect maps in the
above sources and information from E. and his family, I have been able to
identify the particular dialect of Eo's (extended) family (see map in Appendix
A, and vocabulary list in Appendix B). I have provided a phonetic and
phonological description of the dialect of Mexican Spanish spoken by Eo's
(extended) family (Le., Mexico City Spanish). From this point onward, r will
refer to his extended family as La familia; this is the Mexican Spanish term
used which includes family members who are not parents or siblings. The
cultural network of Mexican families is small and tight it includes only
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extended family and godparents <Rothman, Gant and Hnat 1985:201). As I am
using E:s uncle and grandmother as native consultants. the linguistic
comparisons to E.. are relevant as a result of this cultural phenomenon.
1.2.2 Deaf Speech
Deaf speech has been we11--documented through this century. The
literature I use is not of the most recent date (thus: Hudgins and Numbers
(1942), Jones (967), Ange10cri (962), and Nickerson (1975». Nevertheless, it
is entirely adequate for my purposes, as it includes detailed phonetic and
phonological descriptions. Furthermore, searches for newer work on the
subject reveal the overwhelming change in focus from deaf speech analysis to
the analysis of sign language (ASt), after (about) 1980. Note also that more
recent phonetic and/or phonological studies tend to focus on rather minute
details of acoustic and aerodynamic analyses of deaf speech (e.g., Brown and
Goldberg (1980)), and on the effects of cochlear implants on deaf speech, rather
than on more comprehensive descriptions of the speech of deaf individuals.2
2 1 have extensively searched. three databases which are available for
bibliographic searches in Linguistics, Psychology, and General Topics. I used the
following versions: MLA 1963-February 1995, copyright Modem Languages
Association; PsycUT 1974--March 1995, copyright American Psychological
Association; and Current Contrnts September 1992-December 1994, copyright
Institute for Scientific Information. These searches revealed no additional articles
S
Deaf children of hearing parents have also been discussed in detail by
various researcher.;, in particular Susan Goldin-Meadow and Carolyn
Mylander, who look at the home sign systems created by these children
(Goldin-Meadow and Mylander 1984). In an article on the syntactic features of
home signs they discuss the speech of deaf children whose parents expose
them only to verbal language:
"However, 90% of deaf children are not born to deaf parents who
could provide early exposure to a sign language. Rather, they are
born to hearing parents who quite naturally expose their
children to speech (Hoffmeister and Wilbur, 1980). It is
extremely uncommon for deaf children with severe to profound
hearing losses to acquire the spoken language of their hearing
parents naturally, that is, without intensive instruction. Even
with instruction, the children's acquisition of speech is markedly
delayed when compared either to the signs of deaf children of
deaf parents or to the speech of hearing children of hearing
parents. By age 5 or 6, and despite intensive early training
programs, the average profoundly deaf child has only a very
reduced oral linguistic capaoty at his disposal (Conrad 1979;
Meadow 1968; Mindel and Vernon 1971)" (Goldin-Meadow and
Mylander 1984:41).
1.2.3 Children in Soda! Isolation
Various researchers in the field of psychology have labelled children
exposed to various types of neglect as being in "social isolation" (e.g.
or books of a more recent date which were also precisely relevant to my thesis topic.
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Backenroth (1986); Corsini (1994». The literature on Genie describes her as an
"extremely socially isolated. child" (Curtiss, Fromkin, !<rashen, D. Rigler, and
M. Rigler 1974:528), who did not begin to learn her first language (English)
until the age of 135 years. Literature about deaf children describes a particular
class of deaf children as "isolated. deaf children"; they are defined as "deaf
youngsters, isolated both from a sign language (because their hearing parents
[do] not know one) and from a spoken language (because they [arel deaf)" (L.
Gleitman, H. Gleitman, Landau, Wanner 1988:150). For these children
isolation normally ends around the age of five, when they learn a language at
school. But, if the child does not have access to an education (eg. for financial
or political reasons) then the isolation continues. E. is just such an isolated
deaf child.
Curtiss (lW7) describes in detail the phonetic and phonological features
of Genie's speech; as well, there is earlier mention of these in Curtiss et ai.
(1974) and in Fromkin, Krashen, Curtiss, D. Rigler, and M. Rigler (1974). The
articles written soon after her discovery (in 1971) are actually of greater value
to the investigation in this thesis, because it is at this point that Genie had, as
yet, little exposure to speech, thus, providing a greater similarity to E:s
situation.
Goldin-Meadow and Mylander (1991) look at the syntactic and
morphological properties of home sign. However, this work, along with
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Goldin-Meadow d ai. (1984), is broadly based, and, thus, opens the door to
other aspects of linguistic MresilienceMresearch, such as the "robustness"3 of
phonological features.
"Language is a robust phenomenon mastered by children
experiencing a wide range of environments (d. Wunsatt, 1989).
Despite great variability in patterns of child-earetaker
communications (e.g., Miller, 1982; Oebs, 1982; ?ye, 1986;
Schieffelin, 1979), virtually all children in all cultures master the
language to which they are exposed. However, there do appear
to be limits on the robustness of language development in
children. U, for example, a child is not raised by humans (e.g.,
Lane, 1977) or is raised by humans under inhumane conditions
(e.g., Curtiss, 1977), severe breakdowns in language development
will occur.
"Moreover, not all properties of language appear to be
equally robust in the face of variations in environmental
conditions. Certain properties of language have been found to
develop in environments that deviate dramatically from typical
language-learning environments, while other properties of
language have not" (Goldin-Meadow and Mylander, 1991:315).
As the result of my research. I propose that only the phonological
place of articulation feature [Laryngeal] is present in infancy, but that it is
obliterated by the acquisition of additional supralaryngeal features in infants
3 Although the terms 'robust' and 'resilient' refer to features of
language which may also be considered to be a part of Universal Grammar by some
linguists, Goldin-Meadow and Mylander do not make such a claim. Rather, their
use of these terms refers to characteristics of language which occur (and/or persist)
in all but the most hostile environments.
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with linguistic input; thus (Laryngeal] is not persistently "robust" due to
language-specific interference.
1.3 Significance of Research
The resource literature I have used. includes some older work (e.g.
research on Genie and on deaf speech), some newer work on Mexican
Spanish phonology, modern feature geometry articles, and some original
research on E. and his extended family. This combination raises various
concerns which must be addressed; for instance, there is no literature on
Spanish deaf speech4. I have accessed articles on deaf speech and on spoken
Spanish, but I could not locate any research that combined the two. Thus, this
thesis is an original contribution in this area. The phonological research has
been chosen so that no language-spec:ific issues arise.
A similar concern raised by this work is that Genie spoke English, not
Spanish.. Accordingly, this thesis eliminates English-specific rules and
4 There is a dissertation entitled Language use in Spanish-
speaking families with deaf children (Garda 1993); however, it is a
sociolinguistically oriented thesis on American hispanic families.
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sounds from consideration.5 As well, Genie is not deaf. However, since she
lived for some 13 years with very little linguistic input,. her earliest speech
repertoire reveals some traits similar to E:s, who also had limited linguistic
input for some 15 years. The emotional deprivation and abuse suffered by
Genie cannot be (and has not been, in the literature) given a factor value with
which to calculate its effect on her various cognitive abilities. Nevertheless,
Genie learned many new skills with remarkable speed, and apparently h.ad
quite competent receptive abilities. This implies very resilient human
abilities for many cognitive and physical skills. However, her phonetic and
phonological improvement over 10 years6 was very limited. This suggests
either that it is only language production abilities which can be pennanentiy
damaged by psychological abuse and neglect, or that Genie was too old to
learn language natively by the age of 13.5 years. I am assuming the latter (for
this, see Goldin-Meadow 1985:24-1-2), and so feel justified in comparing her to
E. However, I only mention this 'critical period' inference for the purpose of
comparing these two teenagers' speech. This work does not make any
conclusions about a critical period for language acquisition.
s As I do look at infant speech sounds it is interesting to note that
Oilers and Eilers (1982:565) find: "results show that in spite of gross phonetic
differences between the adult phonologies of Spanish and English, babies from both
groups produce [very similar vocalizationsJ".
From the ages of 13 to 23.
1 0
1.3.1 Social Isolation
Studies documenting social isolation and resultant speech limitations
ace abundant and span decades of research on a fairly small number of
individuals (see Feldman, Goldin-Meadow and Gleitman 1978; McNeil,
Polloway and Smith 1984; Backenroth 1986; Scovel 1988; Mayberry and Eichen
1991; Corsini 1994). Backenroth (1986:125) describes deaf individuals who are
not part of a deaf community nor using a sign language as "psycho-socially
isolated". Gleitman et al. (1988:150) use the term "isolated" to describe deaf
children prior to their attending school. Curtiss et a1. (1974:528) describe
Genie's situation as "extreme social isolation".
I have looked at the use of the term "isolated" both with respect to deaf
children and to abused children (such as Genie), in order to prove the validity
of comparison between these groups and my informant
132 Deaf Speech
Unlike E., deaf speakers mentioned. in studies have had oral and/or
sign language training through the school systems from at least the age of
five. Phonetic and phonological properties commonly associated with deaf
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speech are also noticeable in E:s speech. Issues such as sporadic voicing
patterns, denasalization of nasal stops, lack of stress/monotone speech, vowel
neutralization - all are common to many deaf speakers, regardless of the
language through which these properties are exposed. E., however, shows
additional traits not discussed in deaf speech literature, some of which are
documented as being part of Genie's speech repertoire. This opens the door to
comparing the phonological features unattested by deaf speech phonology
with those of Curtiss' subject.
1.3.3 Innate Speech Characteristics
Studies disrussing the sounds produced by pre-speech infants (both
hearing and deaf) all share common findings: glottals are present in the
sounds produced by infants from birth to several months of age, at which
point a gradual division occurs between the vocalizations of deaf versus
hearing infants. Various researchers have published studies documenting
vocalization inventories of pre-speech infants; some have compared those
with vocalizations of pre-speech deaf infants (see Holmgren, Lindblom,
Aurelius, Jalling. and Zetterstom 1984; Ingram 1989; Lach, Ling, Ling, and
Ship 1970; Smith 1973; Stoel-Gammon and Otomo, 1986; Stoel-Gammon
1988). The one common feature these researchers found is the
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overwhelming use of glottals by infants in their first months of life. E. and
Genie seem to have had an unusual preference for laryngeals (of which the
glottal stop is one), but this was observed most commonly during the first few
months of their return from isolation. Subsequently E. received hearing aids,
and Genie returned to regular human interaction; thus, both individuals
were now able to hear and partake of regular verbal interaction and
communication.
1.4 The Informant
1.4.1 Clarification of Translations
This chapter contains statements such as "E. explained that" and "he
tells", etc., which, at first glance, seem to contradict my statements about h.is
linguistic abilities. However, E. was able to communicate quite well using his
(primarily non-verbal) sign/pantomime/speech communication system. His
ability to get meaning across was surprisingly dear once his system was
learned. E:s receptive vocabulary was, in my opinion, much larger than his
productive one. He and I learned to get meanings across to one another quite
well, and we both looked for regular confirmation from one another,
resorting to diagrams and theatrics when necessary. My statements are based
on many hours of interview sessions and the validity of my translations were
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confirmed by E. Some of the vocabulary I use to describe comments made by
him may seem complex for someone of his limited linguistic abilities, but the
actual words came from my transcribed/translated notes as the best terms I
could find to describe the meaning imported by E.
1.4.2 Background Information
E. was sixteen years old at the time of my analysis. He came to Canada
at the age of 15, in May 1991, by bus with his grandmother, on a three-month
visitor's pass. During my research, he was in Canada on an extended visitor's
visa. E. had received two years of formal education in Mexico: one year in a
hearing classroom (age 8), and one year in a deaf classroom (age 12). E.
explained that these were not very productive years of learning for him, in
that he did not like the environment nor did he understand much. In
November 1991 (at age 15), E. was taken to a hearing aid clinic by in familia,
where, several months later, he was fitted with devices that augmented his
hearing. His unaided hearing put him in a hard-of-hearing category.
Without hearing aids he had 80-90 dB hearing loss (he could hear only
extremely loud noises and some low frequency sounds). Although he had
previously been fitted with hearing aid devices in Mexico, these were
primitive, and E. said either they did not work well, or were uncomfortable
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and he did not wear them.
E. received an extremely limited education in Mexico. He tells of the
time he was at a hearing school with a hearing aid that did not work.. He did
not like that experience, and his family moved after a year. So, at the age of 9
he had completed one year of schooling in an oral setting (at age 8 he was
assessed as having 15 words in his verbal production inventory). The next
time he was at school, at age 12, was again for one term.. That had been a deaf
classroom, where he learned to fingerspell, to improve his lipreading, and to
learn to read simple Spanish words. His family moved again and he went to
work in a factory. When he arrived in Canada, his aunt began giving him
Spanish reading lessons which I later taught.
At the time of my research,? E. spoke only Mexican Spanish, with a
total vocabulary of about 50 words; he gestured with a sort-of 'home sign'
language, and he pantomimed. He spoke and communicated very little at
first and needed the encouragement of his extended family to answer a
question or discuss an issue. He had been taken from his nuclear family
(termed la cnsa in Mexico) to live with his grandmother, uncle, and aunt,
who were all from the same region in Mexico as his parents. They spoke
7 I was asked. to join a team of researchers in various fields at the
University of Waterloo who were examining E., and attempting to assess his
situation. I worked with E. for three months.
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some English, but only Spanish was spoken at home. None of his extended
family used signs with him. My first taping session occurred in their living
room. with his grandmother and uncle urging him to tell stories. E.
combined spoken Spanish words with signs and looked very uncomfortable.
During my fwther sessions with him we were alone; I chose to speak Spanish
as well as use gestures and signs to better communicate my meanings. The
use of non-verbal communication, in particular, seemed to relax him, as he
communicated more and offered more spontaneous utterances in my
presence.
1.4.3 Description of E:s Deafness and Linguistic Abilities
In Mexico E. was given a "hearing box". According to E., the hearing
box was ineffective and cumbersome so he stopped. wearing it. At the deaf
school. when he was 12, he learned. a few basic signs (recognizable by anyone
who has studied A.S.L.), but otherwise spoke to his family with his limited.
ability and vocabulary. They, in turn, raised their voices and repeated
statements a number of times when speaking to him. This was the same
method used by La familia in Hamilton.
E. is the oldest son in a family of four children; the youngest child is a
girl who has the same hearing problem as E. A great-aunt also had some
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degree of hearing loss; thus, there is a family history of deafness. In Mexico, E.
communicated with his family members verbally and with his deaf sibling in
some sort of home sign, and did some lip-reading. He had minimal auditory
feedback from spoken Language. His own verbal communication was very
difficult to understand, but it gradually improved after receiving hearing aids.
Other researchers had done some psychological analysis of Eo's abilities
before I joined the team. They had done cognitive testing and assessed his
intelligence quotient using standardized tests. Some of these results were:
IQ estimated to be, 83 by TONI-2
87byWISC-R
This gave us a better idea of how much of a factor his cognitive abilities were
in the delay in development of his speech. So, averaging his IQ to be
approximately 85, he falls 15% below the norm. This is not a dramatic
difference, so it rules out language delay due to mental inability.
15 Theoretical Approaches
This thesis has a multi-dimensional approach, examining aspects of
phonetics, phonology, deaf culture, Spanish dialectology, and language
acquisition. Although this paper deals with phonology, it does not focus on
issues of phonological theory. Rather, phonology is Simply the tool which
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the thesis uses to analyze and compare the speech of the various
linguisticaUy·limited individuals mentioned.
Standard structural phonemic analysis has been used. However, when
such analysis can provide additional insights, some of the processes have
been described in terms of contemporary phonological theory, such as the
Halle-Sagey model of feature geometry (Kenstowicz 1994:452).
I have used the same approach as Curtiss (1977) and those researchers
who documented the phonological characteristics of deaf speech (see section
1.2.2). They often took notes and elidted various types of utterances. Curtiss
often got little response, so her team was forced to write things down
whenever Genie made a sound. Johnston, Miller, Curtiss and Tallal
(1993:974) discuss methods for interview protocol with children: "Miller
(1981 p. 10), for example, urges caution in asking questions: When interacting
with the child it is best for the adult to be interested without being pushy.
Asking questions ... and giving commands should be kept to a minimum .
.'''. They further explain that "Crystal (1982, p. 9) similarly advises that
clinicians 'may use whatever sampling strategy proves feasible ... as long as
full notes are kept of the sampling situation.
My work with E. was a three-month summer volunteer project, so I
did not have the time to look at his speech from a longitudinal standpoint;
thus, the thesis will be a synchronic study. The intent was to study his speech
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before he had gained much phonological information from auditory input
via the new hearing·aids he had received before the first videotaping
session.8 In order to compare his speech with that of a similarly verbally
isolated individual, I will compare it to Genie's speech from the earliest
studies by Curtiss; thus, the data will primarily illustrate Genie's speech before
she had had extensive linguistic contact and interaction.
1.6 Methodology
As this is an empirical study, the various methods and procedures for
collecting data are outlined below.
1.6.1 LA Familia (Extended Family)
In order to adequately compare Eo's speech to that of his hearing
counterparts, I will document the phonology of the Mexican Spanish dialect
spoken by his family. I have videotape evidence of two hearing family
members: his grandmother and uncle. The grandmother and uncle were
recorded on videotape for one hour during a scheduled meeting between the
researchers and the members of the household. Their speech was then
8 His hearing had improved somewhat with the hearing aids,
although he was constantly adjusting them. The amount of hearing
~~:n~e:ke~'lJtr~~~m~ltst:'F.rs~~~~ t~o:~a;J:":~~~ ttu:m~~~d
period.
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transcribed from the tape by the researcher, and reviewed by another Spanish-
speaker.
In order to complete the phonological rule system for the referential
group of speakers [ have also done dialectal research on the area of Mexico
from which Eo's family stems. This, along with the recorded data, will
provide a framework of the hearing communities' phonological rules and
phonetic inventory. From this I can show the deviations in Eo's speech.
1.6.2 Deaf Children
The studies done on the speech of deaf children used mainly word-list
or sentential reading tasks in order for the transcribing team to have adequate
environments for all phonemes. Hudgins and Numbers (1942), and the other
studies mentioned in section 1.2.2, all used these methods, and some also
used informal conversations. This is often the only method available with
children who have not yet learned to read. I used word·lists and informal
conversations, as Eo's reading skills were quite poor, and he was
uncomfortable reading aloud. The word-list I used with him was familiar to
him, so he was not too uncomfortable reading it.
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1.6..3 Genie
The team of psychologists who originally intrcx:luced me to E. needed
someone who could communicate with him, as well as provide a linguistic
commentary. Their goal was to compare his linguistic and cognitive abilities
to those of Genie, the child who had been found in California after 13 years of
traumatic isolation. Susan Curtiss, the author of a book and a coauthor of a
number of articles on Genie, developed linguistic tests for her. Curtiss also
did a thorough analysis of Genie's phonological patterns which are detailed in
the book: Genie: A Psycholinguistic Study of a Modern-Day 'Wild Child'
(Curtiss 1977). Curtiss explains her method of data collection for Genie's
speech:
... Because of Genie's special problems associated with speech,
especially her reluctance to speak unless required to do so, the
tape recordings that were made consist Largely of either silence or
of someone other than Genie talking. Thus, although tape
recordings of Genie continue to be made, they have not served
as a principal means of collecting speech data....
The primary source of data for Genie's productive
language has been detailed notes taken on the spot, during our
sessions with Genie."
(Curtiss 1977,46-7).
The precedent set here by Curtiss reveals the problem associated with
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recording informants who produce few spontaneous utterances, and respond
to direct questions hesitantly. The few utterances uttered are noted and
described on the spot, so as not to lose the information. This was also the
situation with which I was faced. in the case of E.
1.6.4 E. - Data Collection
On my part, the research involved eliciting conversation, as well as
developing a rapport with E. in order to get more linguistic output from him.
Often our sessions took place in parks, a library, or my home. He disliked
video- and audio-taping sessions, so I was often confined to a great deal of
note-taking and simultaneous transcribing.
With data which were on tape, I was able to transcribe at my leisure.
However, there were also instances when I did not use a tape recorder; at such
times. whenever I was asking E. to read, I would have him repeat a word
several times until I was comfortable with the accuracy of my transcription. I
would explain that he was not to speak slower or differently, but simply to
repeat. All of the material was then re-checked for transcription accuracy
(where possible), and analyzed for his phonetic repertoire, as well as for
phonological rules.
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1.7 Conclusion
I have chosen to begin the analysis by comparing E.'s phonology with
the phonology of Mexican Spanish, which, in some senses, may be considered
to have the 'broadest', most extensive phonological system. This comparison
reveals processes not discovered in the speech of his hearing counterparts.
Consequently, I compare his phonology to that of deaf individuals. This
reveals many similarities and one interesting difference. I then discuss this
unique feature in terms of other isolated children and pre-speech
vocalizations in order to provide substance to my theory. In other words, this
thesis proceeds from the broadest viewpoint. a view of Mexican Spanish, and
continually narrows, eventually focusing in on only a single feature.
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Chapter Two
2..0 The Phonology of Mexico City Spanish
At the time I was interviewing him, E. spoke only a few dozen words;
he spoke no English, only Mexican Spanish. This section presents the dialect
of Mexican Spanish which was spoken around him during his childhood, the
dialect spoken in and around Huetamo and Mexico City, Mexico.9 This is the
dialect which provided for him visual and minimal auditory input of a
spoken language. [n this section, I present example words, articulatory
descriptions, and phonological distributions for the sounds of this dialect.
In order to make the description of the dialect as accurate as possible, I
have researched the phonology of the region of Mexico from which both he
and his Canadian relatives came, as well as that of MeJdco City which is
where his family had lived for several years, and where he went to school
am calling this Mexico City Spanish as that is the name of the area's dialect.l0
See Appendix A for a map of the region.
10 Some phonemes in this chapter are realized in the same
way in many Spanish dialects, and more commonly only in the Spanish
dialects spoken in North, Central, and/or South America. Unless more
specifically named, I will call these 'dialects of the Americas'.
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My sources for this research are Canfield (1981), Cressey (1918), and
Perissonotto (1975). By combining these and using la famUia's phonology as
the deciding factors, I feel I have established an accurate description of the
phonology of his family, and will assume that E. would have used this
version had he been hearing.t1 I have used only IPA symbols for all the
transcriptions, including those given by other authors; i.e. when I quote
someone I have changed the symbol used to the corresponding IPA symbol in
order not to add confusion.
The phonological rules of the dialect of Spanish Eo's family uses are the
framework to which I will compare his phonology. Without engaging in this
step, I would be unable to separate the language-spedfic phonological rules he
has acquired. from the unique rules he has developed.
2.1 Consonants l2
The stops of Spanish have different voice onset times (Von than
11 Primarily, the conversation transcripts of In familia were
used for example words for each phoneme; additional examples come from
Canfield (1981), Cressey (1978), and Perissonotto (1975).
12 A complete consonant chart of Mexico City Spanish is
presented in section 2.1.18.
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English stops. As a result. there is an overlap between voiced Spanish stops
and voiceless English stops. However, the language still has voiced/voiceless
pairs, so that they are still represented with the same symbols as English stops.
Since this is true for all Spanish stops, it will suffice to mention it only once,
before the discussion of any individual stops.
2.1.1 Ipl
[pap~J
[pnlOo]
[k6pa)
[kompasj
papa
prado
copa
compds
'father'
Imeadow
'cup'
'rhythm'
This voiceless bilabial stop occurs in word initial position and
intervocalically, but has only one phone. It is represented by a 'p' in the
orthography. The phoneme is a universal feature of Spanish having the
same pronunciation in all dialects.
Thus, the distribution is entirely straightforward: Ip/: [pI
2.1.2 ~I
[Mrko)
[bomba]
[bombon)
[k~mbjoJ
[k~~e)
[k~~a)
[~I~a)
barco
bomba
bomb6n
cambia
cabe
cava
alba
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'boat'
'bomb'
'chocolate'
'change'
'fit'
'cellar'
'dawnl
[Ia~4rjlaJ
(el~arkoJ
[Ia~aJca)
la barba
el barco
la llaca
'the chin'
'the boat'
'the cow'
The voiced bilabial fricative phoneme is pronounced as a stop at the
beginning of a phrase and following a nasal consonant In all other
environments it is a fricative. This distribution is also found in other dialects
of Spanish. Orthographically it is a 'h' or 'V.
Thus, the distribution: /pI
2.1.3 IXI
[b) 1#_ or Iq_
[~) I ...
11600]
lIu)
(esX400)
(komeXal
todo
tu
estado
corneta
'all'
'your'
'state'
'comet'
The voiceless dental stop occurs in all positions and is orthographically a 't'.
Unlike English which has an alveolar 't', this is a dental in many dialects of
Spanish, including this one.
Thus, the distribution is: l.,t I: [j I
2.1.4 /Ill
[Qll
(de]
[Q6nQe)
dl
de
donde
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'say!'
'of
'where'
[I/e~nl
[kwanl/o)
f.!AnIla)
[selga)
[fall/a]
[kall/era)
[sjuoaO)
[o~lcuriMOJ
U600]
[merkaOoj
desd€n
cuando
tanda
celda
falda
caldera
ciudad
oscuridad
todo
mercado
'scorn'
'when'
'series'
'cell'
'skirt'
'boiler'
'city'
'obscurity'
'all'
'market'
The phoneme /01 is represented by a voiced dental stop, orthographically 'd'.
It has two alternates: [4] and [0]; both are interdental. but the former is a
stop and the latter a slit fricative. I have chosen the fricative dh as the
underlying representation because it occurs in more environments than the
stop. In !:his dialect of Spanish, the stop is produced word·initially, and after
[n] or U]. According to Canfield (1981:11), the dh, occurs in all other
environments OR it is lost altogether between vowels or word-finally. He
says it is "preserved most in highland Mexico ..... which is the area under
analysis here. However, Eo's relatives on occasion replaced it with an [s] in
word-final position. So instead of [ug60] or [uge] they had [us:e~] in an
environment where the following word begins with a vowel:
[uu~~abhinQo]. Nonetheless, the slit fricative was the norm.
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Thus, the distribution is: 101
2.15 /kI
[g)/ #_ or /0,1_
(0)/ ...
[k6n)
[kwanllo)
[k6sa)
[kj~re]
[kamera]
[kilo)
[aki]
[eskri!o]
[aqkla]
can
cuando
cosa
quiere
kamera
kilo
aquf
escrito
ancla
'with'
'when'
'thing'
'want'
'camera'
'kilo'
'here'
'written'
'anchor'
Orthographically 'c', 'qu', and 1<' (in loan-words), are represented by a single
phoneme which has one phone: a voiceless velar stop· (kJ. This sound and
its distribution pattern is repeated in other Spanish dialects.
Thus, the distribution is: /kI: [k]
2.1.6 / y /
[g~ra]
[gajo)
[grange)
[m~qguaJ
[maqga]
[eqg6ro)
[Ia yara]
[d6yo)
[eksiywo]
guerra
galla
grande
mengua
manga
engorro
la garra
daga
exiguo
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'war'
'rooster'
'big'
'decrease'
'sleeve'
'bother'
'the claw'
'bulldog'
'meagre'
The phoneme I yl is always some type of voiced velar obstruent. It is realized
either as a stop or as a slit fricative. It occurs solely as a 'g orthographically,
but only certain CV combinations like 'gu' and 'ga' belong to this phoneme
('ge' and 'gi' will be discussed in Section 2.1.10). The stop occurs word-initially
and after /n/, which is then realized as [t)]' The fricative occurs in all other
environments. This phoneme has the same distribution in many other
hispanic dialects.
Thus, the rule: Iyl (g)/#_ or /(q)_
[y)/ ...
2.1.7 1$1
([taiga]
($~Igal
($~IJa]
($~~iI]
(di$isil)
falda
falda
falta
fdcil
dificil
'skirt')
'skirt'
'deficient'
'easy'
'difficult'
The labial fricative qualities of this phoneme are regulae in Hispanic dialects.
The dialect-specific aspect of this phoneme lies in the exact articulatory
positioning: standard Spanish dialects often have only the labiodental [t].
Research into the dialect of Mexico being studied suggests that all positions of
this phoneme are in fact bilabial [cfJ J, as well as "in much of America"
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(Canfield 1981:11). He states that [f] is used "in careful urban speech,"
otherwise only [eP) is used (1981:11). Whatever the allophone, there is a
single orthographic representation: 'f. The phoneme is limited in its
distribution, as it never occurs word finally. However. its only allophone is
[4>1-
Thus, the distribution is just I 4> I: [4>J
2.1.8 lsi
[sit]koJ cinco 'five'
[susja] sucia 'dirty'
[eskwelaJ escuela 'school'
[kasaJ casa 'house'
[mesal mesa 'table'
[presjo) precio 'cost'
[miezmoJ mismo 'me'
[dezde] desde 'since'
[lazyeras) las guerras 'the wars'
This voiceless pred.orsoalveolar fricative is orthographically '5' or 'c.
Throughout the Americas, it is realized as an [5], or, before a voiced
consonant, it is also voiced.
Thus, the distribution is simply: lsi: [z] L C [+voice]
[sJ/ .•.
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2.1.9 l]jl
lj}61
r.I,ilIyal
(j1~r~al
[el]j6rol
[el]j~lol
[k6°Nuyel
[Iai~r~al
[Iaje~J
[aj~r)
[6jal
[ajU!!a1
yo
lIaga
hierba
el 1/aro
el hielo
c6nyuge
10 hierba
10 1/..,6
ayer
olio
ayuda
'I'
'wound'
'grass'
'the crying'
'the ice'
'spouse'
'the grass, herb'
'the rain'
'yesterday'
'pan'
'help'
"In [all of Mexico}, (orthographic 'y'l and ( orthographic 11'] have been levelled
to one phoneme, ..." (Canfield 1981:62). Phonetically, these sounds are
represented by [A] and [tl (respectively) in many Spanish dialects.13
Perissinotto (1975:51) also mentions these phonemes: "Moreover, there is no
mention that Mexican Spanish doesn't have the phoneme IA/, which has
been confused with /j/ for a long time. The phone [AI exists only as a
variation of position for /1/ before a palataL" In the Americas unlike Mexico,
in addition to these two phones several others occur as well. Here, use of
friction in this phoneme is gradated according to age, code, and class. Audible
'3 These, as commonly known, are a voiced palatal lateral
approximant and a voiced velarized alveolar lateral approximant,
respectively, and are listed in the consonant inventory chart in section 2.1.18.
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friction is considered fino hablar ("fine talk") by native teachers (Canfield
1981:63). So, "in Mexican Spanish dialects, orthographic '11' represents the
same phoneme" as orthographic y, although in other American Spanish
dialects phonemic distinctions still exist here (Canfield 1981:12).
The phoneme in this dialect of Mexican Spanish represents voiced
prepalatal friction, with an affricate and a slit fricative as its phones. The
affricate occurs word-initially and following [n] or U]. The fricative 0.] occurs
only in intervocalic position.
Thus, the distribution is: / jJ. /
2.1.10 Ix!
[jIlV_ V
U111#_ or 0,1_
[,enjo]
[,en!e)
[,ira]
(me,iko]
[de,enerasj6n)
[al,iOo1
[xam6n1
[x6~en]
[XllYO]
[dexar]
[ex6te]
[naranxa]
genio
gente
gira
Mexico
degeneracion
algida
jam6n
joven
juga
dejar
ejote
naranja
'nature'
'people'
'trip'
'Mexico'
'degeneration'
'icy'
'ham'
'young'
'juice'
'to leave'
'green bean'
'orange'
Although orthographically a T (in Spanish jota), an 'X: and sometimes a ''6
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('ge' and 'gi' only), this phoneme is always manifested as some type of
voiceless fricative in this dialect 'The jota of Mexico is generally prepalatal
or postpalatal, depending on the vocalic environment. In recordings ... the
joto ... waver.; between ...• [~J and [hI (Canfield 1981,62). '"The sound is
produced with a great deal more friction than English h" (Cressey 1978:159).
However, in my research I have found that this slit fricative phoneme
alternates between the palatal and velar positions, depending on the
following vowel; that is, front vowels get a palatal or prepalatal and non-front
vowels get the velar. This type of assimilation does not occur in all dialects,
or occurs to different degrees. I found no proof of the use of [hi in this dialect,
so will only include two phones.
Thus, the distribution is: Ix!
2.1.11/091
[~l/_ V[+high]
[xli ...
[~Jol
[c¢kral
[§iOOge i
[c¢sa]
[09i09al
[mli0901
[k6c~el
chato
chacra
chinche
choza
chicha
mucho
coche
'flat'
'smallholding'
'bug'
'shack'
'maize liquor'
'much'
'car'
This voiceless dorsoprepalatal affricate is orthographically 'ch' (Perissinotto
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1975:50-1}. Chessey (l978:159) calls it a palatoalveolar, so both authors indicate
that it may occasionally be somewhat more fronted than a purely palatal
affricate.
The distribution is simply:
2-1.12 Im/
1091: [091
[mil
[marl~nal
[marna]
[mU1!Qol
[k6mpra]
[emMteJ
[kama]
mi
Marlena
mamd
mundo
compra
embate
cama
'my'
'Marlena'
'mother'
'world'
'purchase'
'beating'
'bed'
The voiced bilabial nasal is written 'm' in Spanish, and is consistently [mJ.
Thus, the distribution is simply:
2-1.13 In!
Im/: [m]
[n~grol
[kanAstal
[koras6nl
[tnn¢,ol
[tnnMso]
[tnnpap-6nl
(lrambiea]
[embjArI
[UIJQo1c!6rl
[UQ!Aksi]
negro
canasta
coraz6n
un peso
un beso
un patr6n
tranvia
enviar
un doctor
un taxi
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'black'
'basket'
'heart'
'alone peso'
'alone kiss'
'alone boss'
'tram'
'to send'
'alone doctor'
'alone taxi'
[U1!iep6r]
[mU1!l!o]
[unnlpo]
[upp6j1o]
[UIJy4Jo]
[UIJkorJe]
[UIJxefe]
un senor
mundo
un nino
un nona
un gata
un corte
un jete
'alone man'
'world'
'atone child'
'a silly (person)'
'a cat'
'aeul'
'a chief
This phoneme can probably best be represented as an archisegment of voiced
nasality, and whose default place of articulation is alveolar. Orthographically
it is 'n', but has a variety of phones. Basically, it is a nasal which assimilates
place completely to the foUowing sound. This is most dearly evident in the
phrase "one _"; note the examples above. I have only shown the labial,
dental, alveolar, palatal, and velar here. Before a vowel, 'n' retains its
alveolar position; as is normal practise in phonology, I therefore choose this
allophone to represent the phoneme.l4
Thus, the distribution is: In! [m] ,_ C [+bilabial]
[n] L C [+dental]
[nl L C [+alveolar]
[PI L C [+palaraI]
[g] L C [+velar]
[nV··.
14 Prevocalic environments provide no opportunity for the
nasal to assimilate its place of articulation.
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2-1.14 /pi
[r6Jlo]
[olJlo]
(plIIO]
[greJluqo]
[riJla]
[ell,jejlar]
nona
nino
nato
grefiudo
rina
ensefiar
'silly'
'child'
'snul>-nosed'
'dishevelled'
'brawl'
'to learn'
Orthographically 'n', the voiced palatal nasal must be considered a separate
phoneme, since it contrasts with other nasals.
Thus, the distribution is simply:
2.1.15/11
Ip/: [P]
[Iapl°']
[Iec<;e]
[Iokal]
leI]
[k6Ia]
[palo]
[ku!rura]
[kaJl!oJ]
[a.!Iiempo]
[k6Ac<;a]
[eA~ieko]
[eA.i4r.!!o]
labios
leche
local
til
cola
palo
kUltUTQ
caldo
al tiempo
colcha
el chico
el /Ionia
'lips'
'milk'
'place'
'he'
'tail'
'slick'
'culture'
'stock, consumme'
'at the time'
'bedspread'
'the small, little (child)'
'the weeping'
The voiced alveolar lateral approximant phoneme, /1/ is always a 'light' [l).
"Spanish [1] is always 'i-colored' (i.e. pronounced with the body of the tongue
high and forward as for (i])" (Cressey 1978:160). However, in a dental or
palatal environment, it will be utiOllated accordingly, so that there are dental
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and palatal phones as well Orthographically the phoneme is expressed onJy
by an 'Y.
The distribution ofN: OJ I _ C [+dental]
[AI I _ C [+palatal]
[I) I ...
2.1.16/rl
[pern)
[para)
[rnarlena)
ltra(laxo)
(presjo)
[knlse]
[ver)
(?aber]
[payar]
([eatro]
pero
para
Marlena
trabajo
precio
cruce
ver
haber
pagar
teatro
'bu~
'for'
'Marlena'
'work'
'cost'
'crossing'
'to see'
'to have'
'to pay'
'theatre'
This phoneme is difficult to describe because only its place of articulation - the
alveolar ridge - is consistent. It is orthographically a single 'f', but is
pronounced in several ways. Word-finally, it is either a voiced or voiceless
strident alveolar fricative trill. Canfield <1981:13) says that the voiceless
version is used more frequently; however, Perissinotto (1975:64) shows both.
phones in free variation, and Cressey (1978:160) Simply calls it voiced and
does not mention devoicing. As I only heard voicing in the speech of ia
familia, I have chosen to represent the word-final variants as voiced. In all
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other positions where it occurs (it is not found word-initially), there is more
or less agreement that 'e' is pronounced as a voiced alveolar flap or a "simple
voiced vibrant" (Cressey 1978:160). Occasionally, after a [t} the 'e' is trilled but
this tends to be in more oratorical styles.
Thus, the distribution is: Irl
2.1.17 Irl
[rl Lit or ,_
[rl/ ...
[r~piOoI
[rejl
[ojol
[aros]
[pero]
[?erero]
[geral
rapido
rey
rio
arrOz
perro
herrero
guerra
'quick'
'king'
'river'
'rice'
'dog'
'blacksmith'
'war'
This phoneme represents a voiced apico-alveolar trill, found in most (if not
all) Spanish dialects, and deviates only in the duration of the trill due to style
and emphasis. It is written as 're' or 'e' (only word·initially). The trill only
occurs intervocalically or word-initially.
Thus, the distribution is simply:
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Ir/: [rl
2.1.18 Consonant Inventory Chart
Thus, the complete phonetic inventory of consonants is as shown in
the chart on the following page.
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3
~ >
~ ~
9 ~-
1----+--1i--+--+--1-+--+-f-::-::i
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22 Vowels
The vowel system is extremely simple. and consists of only five vowel
phonemes: Ii e a 0 u I. The following sets of examples illustrate these vowels
in extremely similar environments:
2.2.1 Ial
[pan] pan 'bread'
Claroe) tarde 'late'
2.2.2 lei
(pena] pena 'grief
Clerko] terco 'tough'
2.23 Iii
[pino] pino 'pine'
(fuo] tiro 'throw'
2.2.4 101
[p6JlC90] poncho 'poncho'
Cl6rilo] tordo 'dappled'
2.25 lui
[pUna] puna 'mountain sickness'
lt1lr~jo] turbio 'cloudy'
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2.3 Diphthongs
Mexican Spanish contains a wide range of diphthongs. Four of the
vowel phonemes combine with the labiovelar glide, and four vowels
combine with the palatal glide. The two semivoweis are [j] and (w]. Both
are voiced. Spanish contains both increasing and diminishing diphthongs,
Le. the vowel follows or precedes the glide, respectively. Thus, we have a list
of six diminishing diphthongs and eight increasing ones:
2..3.1 Diminishing
[aj] [Mjle]
[awl [p4w,la]
[ej] [as~jJe]
[ew] [rewjlj6n]
[oj] [6j]
[ow) (ro~6wrn~aIJko]
baile
paula
aceile
reuni6n
hoy
robO un banco
'dance'
1ine'
'oil'
'rewUon'
'today'
'he robbed. a bank'
2.32 Increasing
Ua] [pj4no) piano 'piano'
Ue] [pjeMO] piedad 'pity'
Uo] [pj6xo] piojo 1ouse'
Uu] [sjuMO] ciudad 'dty'
twa] [kwliI:!llo] cuando 'when'
[we) {pweme] puente 'bridge'
[wi] [swiMllo] cuidado 'care'
two] [kw6,la] cuota 'fee, share'
I have only provided one example for each diphthong, as they appear to be
fairly straight~forward.
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2.4 Conclusion
The phonological system presented here will serve as a framework for
the rules in Eo's language. This description of Mexico City Spanish illustrates
the phonology of speakers from the same speech area as that in which E. grew
up. These rules are not meant to be narrow, detailed descriptions, but are
presented simply to provide a concise, accurate framework of E.'s speech.
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Chapter Three
3.0 E.'s Phonology
This chapter illustrates the unique way E. produces and. uses speech
sounds. E:s speech is a product of the innate aspects of language (discussed in
Chapter 5), visual cues from speakers, very limited auditory input, as well as
positive or negative reinforcement by the listener: through a person's fada!
expressions he quickly knows whether or not a person has understood what
he was saying. Some sounds are quite similar to those in his community's
speech. Others show neutralization or imprerision in articulation, which he
has never corrected.
The total spoken vocabulary used with me during our sessions
consisted of 50 separate words. some of which he had learned only during the
previous year with his aunt's help. Whenever E. was unable to produce a
spoken lexical item, he would produce a sign in its place. From these
indications, it appears that these 50 words represent at least 90% of his total
spoken vocabulary. All fifty of these words occur in either the word list
session or the videotape session.
The biggest factor giving Eo's speech a unique "sound" is his tendency
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to keep his velum tense during most speech sounds. This velarization
tendency is strongest in certain consonants, but influences all his sounds
(both vowels and consonants) to some degree. This characteristic "'sound"
will be further discussed below_
For the consonants [ use all the example words that E. produced (in
both sessions); however, [ have limited the number of example words for the
vowels, since I had a much larger corpus for each vowel phoneme.15
In some of E:s transcribed words stress is not marked; this indicates
that there was equal stress on each syllable of the word. The first column is a
fairly narrow transcription of E:s speech; the second is the approximated
dialectal version of the same word (for comparison); the third column is the
Spanish orthography of the word, and the fourth column is the English gloss.
15 Some of the examples [ use here show only one of the
alternate forms used by E., since the other forms do not illustrate any
additional variants of that particular phoneme.
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3.1 Consonants l6
3.1.1 Ipl
[patt7] [par~l pared 'wall'
[¢to] [peLo) pelo 'hair'
[pje"/o] [pjema) pierna 1eg'
[pje] [pje] pie 'foot'
[pil!ototeJ] [panJal6nes] pantalones 'trousers'
[patel [paLo) palo 'stick, wooel'
[pwe-I;!a] [pweqa] puerta 'door'
[pt6jo] [pla!o] plato 'plate'
[sapll!o] [sap'!o] zapata 'shoe'
This voiceless bilabial stop only has one phone: {pl- E. uses it quite often, but
most occurrences are word-initial
Thus, the distribution is entirely straightforward: /pI: [p]
16
section 3.1.17.
The complete chart of E.'s consonants is presented in
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3.12 ~I and fbi
[bofJd] [b61saI bolsa 'purse, bag'
[~6qa] [b6ka] boca 'mouth'
[jele~izi6<lJ [jele~izj6n] televisi6n 'television'
[qobi~o] [koflixaI cobija 'blanket'
[nwe~ea] (nwe~es] nuel1es 'nine'
(abtciJ] (a~"lr] hablar 'to speak'
In Mexican Spanish, this voiced bilabial obstruent phoneme is a stop at the
beginning of a phrase and following a nasal. In all other environments it is a
fricative. Eo's examples do not show this distribution. Although it is difficult
to make a firm conclusion from the small number of examples, the
distribution of the two phones is so similar, that they appear to be two
separate phonemes.
Thus, the distribution is: I~/: [~] and fbi: [b]
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3.1.3 IY
E!etellizi6f;!l llelellizj6n] televisi6n 'television'
E!etHono] lleleoj>ono] teUfono 'lelephone'
E!JioGutol (Jri!I)guJo] triangulo 'triangle'
E!6ra! llclaal toda 'all'
[sap:!.!o] [sap4Joj zapata 'shoe'
[pil.!atoteD [pau.ta16nes] pantalones 'trousers'
[pt6:!o] [pl4Jol plato 'plale'
This phoneme is represented by a voiceless apico-dental stop with
velarization. There are no alternate pronunciations for it. E. pronounces it
in a manner very similar to that of his family members, except that he
consistently adds the ve1arization. Since this sound is formed quite forward
in the mouth, utilizing the tip of the tongue, presumably E. has fairly good
visual input for this sound. However, since the tongue body position is not
easily visible, it would presumably not be clear to E. that the tongue body
should normally be lowered, rather than raised, as it is with velarization.
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Thus, the distribution is: fY E!:l
3.1.4 NJ
[~e~o] [geOo] dedo 'finger'
[f!o.r~m~?i.l] [gormirl dormir 'to sleep'
E!6raH!6~a] U6ilaJ toda 'all'
[q6Ei6E1a] [kaoaga] Canada 'Canada'
U6~0] u6001 todo 'all'
[qwapoJ [kw~\!rol cuadra 'square'
[patt?] [pateg] pared 'wall'
This apico-dental stop, like the previous one, is always produced with strong
velarization. Although normally voiced, in E-'s speech it can lose it:s voicing
(see cuadra above). As well, it can (in word-final position) be replaced by a
glottal stop (see pared above).
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Thus, the distribution is: ltV [11L #
[41 - El] I ...
3.1.5 Iql
['l"mi",] (kami~sa] camisa 'shirt'
[qama] [klima] cama 'bed'
[q<ll:a] [Ialxa] caja 'box'
(qobi~a] [kaflixa] cobija 'blanket'
[qiUO] (karo] carro 'car'
[qt] (ke] que 'that'
[qwafJo] [kw4\1to) cuadro 'square'
[sl~oHslqo]-(sl] [slgko) cinco 'five'
[all I (ili] aqui 'here'
(esqweta] (eskwela] escuela 'school'
[~6'l"] (b6ka] boca 'mouth'
[tsiqotoj [s[,kulo] circulo 'circle'
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This phoneme is represented only by a voiceless velar stop in the speech of
his community, but E. uses phones which are somewhat further back in the
mouth: a voiceless uvular stop and a voiced pharyngeal fricative. In word-
initial position, he consistently uses the uvular phone, but intervocalically
the voiced pharyngeal fricative occurs.
Thus, the distribution is: Iq/ (~J/V_V
(q) I ...
3.1.6 101
[qajoJ [94;OJ gato 'cat'
[<lowaJ (4ywaJ agua 'water'
(J~otoJ (r~yloJ reglo 'ruler'
ElJi<loutoJ Uci4J)guloJ triangulo 'triangle'
The phoneme lal is represented by a uvular stop; it is voiceless at the
beginning of a word (as in the unique example gata ), and voiced in other
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environments. Unlike the hearing speakers of Mexico Gty Spanish who
produce both velar fricatives as well as velar stops, E. realizes only a stop here.
However, as we have already seen in the previous section, his dorsal stop
phonemes are not velar, but are produced further back in the vocal tract.
Thus, the distribution is: 101
3.1.7 IfI
[q)/#-
[0] I ...
E!elefOnoj-
E!elefO?o) lIel<!4>onoj teUfono 'telephone'
The labial fricative of Mexico City Spanish is used by E. as well. I only have
one example of this phoneme (represented by orthographic 'f'), as it does not
occur in any of the other words in his repertoire. Thus, there are no examples
of it occurring word-initially, only the single intervocalic form occurs. He
repeated it three times for me when we did the word-list analysis, with only
minor inconsistences in pronunciation (which occurred with respect to a
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different sound in the word); thus, I am confident of the nature of the sound.
His use of the phone [£1 intervocalically does not accord with the phonology of
Me>rico Oty Spanish - one would expect [et].
Thus, the distribution is: IfI : [f]
3.1.8 lsi
[sl~ol [siQko] cinco 'five'
[sap:!:!o] [sap')o] zapata 'shoe'
[sijo?] [sljOn] siIlon '(arm)chair'
[s<;pot] [seau.ll central 'central'
[eskwc!ta] [esl-wc!la] escuela 'school'
[meJoj [mc!sa] mesa 'table'
[botJO] [b6lsa] bolsa 'pw-se. bag'
E!ete~izi61!] l.lele~izj6n] televisi6n 'television'
[qomiso] [kamiesa] camisa 'shirt'
[pll:!ototeJ) [paQJa16nes] pantalones 'trousers'
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[manoS]
[nwc!~eSI
[naJ'i"?is]
[t.I~ioIJ
[manosl
[nwc!~es'
[naris]
[14~jos1
manos
nueves
nariz
labios
'hands'
'nine'
'nose'
'lips'
This fricative has many varied phones in Eo's speech. It seemed during
analysis that when he was tired or bored this phoneme could be articulated
forward or back of its intended position. The voicing was generally quite
consistent; [zl occurred only once, intervocalically (see television). The
interdental slit fricative occurred twice, both times word-finally (see manos
and nueves). The post-alveolar occurred in various environments, but
never word-initially. The [s] phone was most widespread; it occurred word-
initially, intervocalically, and word-finally.
Thus, the distribution is: lsI
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[SI - UJ - [s] 1_ #
[zll V_V
UlII_ or V_V
[sl/ ...
3.1.9 Ij/
[j6] !J16] yo l'
(sij6?] [sij6n) sillon '(armlchair'
[pj"'?) [pjerna) pierna 'leg'
[pje) [pje] pie 'foot'
Unlike Mexico City Spanish, I heard no evidence of an affricate occurring in
Eo's speech. Thus, this phoneme is represented by only one phone: a voiced
palatal glide. It is often a fricative in the Mexico City dialect, but sounds like
an glide when E. produces it.t7
Thus, the distribution is entirely straightforward: /j/ [j]
17 It should be remembered that this is not the same
phoneme in Mexico City Spanish as that occurring in diphthongs, nor is it the
orthographic T. E. uses it in place of the affricate, the fricative, and in
diphthongs; more on this in Section 3.3. So, E. uses only the approximant
where his hearing counterparts would use up to three different phones; Le.
the orthographic representation of this phoneme for E. is 'y', '11'. and ti' before
a vowel.
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3.1.10 III
[q<i~QJ [kax.j caja 'bOx'
[qobi~QJ [ko/lix.J cobija 'blanket'
[6~oJ [6xoJ ojo 'eye'
[<ueq,J [orex.] oreja 'ear'
In Mexico City Spanish two voiceless fricative phones are used to represent
this phoneme (orthographic 'f): one palatal and one velar (E. has no words in
his inventory which correspond the the use of the palatal in Mexican
Spanish). E. typically uses a voiced pharyngeal fricative here; however, one
form contains instead the voiceless uvular stop (see oreja). As noted above
for other dorsal obstruents, this dorsal fricative also is produced farther back
in the vocal tract than the equivalent one used by hearing speakers.
Thus, the distribution is: III [£] • [qJ
3.1.l1/~1
While this phoneme is found in Mexico City Spanish, there were no
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words in Eo's repertoire which contained. the sounds corresponding to it
(orthographic 'ch'). Thus, it appears that this phoneme does not occur in E.'s
consonant inventory.
3.1.12 1m!
(meI~]-(meIa] (mesa] mesa 'table'
(ma:lera] (marlena] Marlena 'Marlena'
(mMo] (mano] mana 'hand'
(manoS] (manos] manos 'hands'
(mama] (marna] mama 'Mom'
(q~mi~] [kami..a] camisa 'shirt'
(qama] [kama] cama 'bed'
(4oJ'm'?iJ] (gormirJ dormir 'to sleep'
This bilabial nasal is used the same way in E.'s phonology as in Mexico City
Spanish phonology. It normally only has one phone: em]. However, a
pharyngealized version occurs in one word: dormir. r argue in section 3.1.16
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that this a carry over of the pharyngealization found in some variants of /J/.
Thus, the distribution is: /mJ
3.1.13 10/
[m] ( - [m'D
[Il:;}J{?lsl [naris] nariz 'nose'
[nwe~e8] [nwe~esJ nueves 'nine'
Elet<!f5no]-
l:letef51o] [lel~onoJ telefono 'telephone'
[manoB] [manos] manas 'hands'
[roMo] [manoj mana 'hand'
[pA!atoteD [paq,taI6nesI pantalones 'trousers'
[sepat] [.eQual] central 'central'
El-JiOcutol (Jria.t]gulo] triangulo 'triangle'
[sl£o]-[slqo]-[si]18 [sU]ko] cinco 'five'
18 Eo's third use of this word, he simply lost the second
syllable including the nasal so that the only remnant was nasality in the
vowel. I only have the one example of this, so I have chosen not to include it
in my discussion. When this form occurred, he was restating a previously
mentioned concept; thus, his use of the abbreviated form may have been an
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[ma:tera) [marleoal Marlena 'Marlena'
This phoneme occurs in many of the words in Eo's repertoire. Unlike Mexico
City Spanish, in E.'s speech this phoneme does not consistently assimilate its
place of articulation to the following consonant.
This phoneme has several variants in Eo's speech: [nJ, [?], [tl, [rl, [en
Word-initially it is always the alveolar nasal. The other consistent pattern is
found when the nasal occurs before a consonant The vowel preceding the
nasal becomes nasalized, and the [n) is deleted (note the examples of
pantalones, central, trianguio and cinco ).
All of the other examples occur in intervocalic position: in careful
speech, the nasal will usually occur (see tellfona and manos). Otherwise. the
lateral is found (see mano and pantalones). Finally. there is a unique
example of an intervocalic glottal stop (teltfono ), a single example of a flap
(Marlena ), and one pronunciation of 'Canada' using a [Ell.
Thus, the distribution is: In!
attempt to streamline the conversation.
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[0]
[n]- [t)-[?j-[r]-[tlli V_V
A rule for deletion: V C V
'"
C
[+nas]
3.I.14/tl
[t.l~ioD [l4~josJ labios 1ips'
[tatol [14101 Lalo 'Lalo'
[pt6!o] [pl4jol plato 'plate'
lata] [alaI ala 'to the'
[fete~izi6<:1) l!ele~izj6n] television 'television'
[fetefono) ['ele$onoJ telefono 'telephone'
[bollal [b6Isa] bolsa 'purse, bag'
[mn:~ral-
[ma:t~ra] [marlena] Marlena 'Marlena'
[abtlil) [a~14rl hablar 'to speak'
[piI!ntateD [p'"lta/6nesl pantalones 'trousers'
[esqweta) [eskwelal escuela 'school'
[petol [pelo] pelo 'hair'
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[p4to] [p4Io] palo 'stick, wood'
[tsiqoto] [sirkulo] circulo 'circle'
E!IidGuto] ltJi!Jjgulo] trianguJo )bianglCO{
[Jegto] [reylo] regia 'ruler'
[si!potHsi!po?]-
[hi!pO?) [ser!lr41] central 'central'
Eo's version of this is a voiced velarized alveolar lateral approximant. [n
Mexico City Spanish this sound is not velarized, and becomes dental and
palatal in the respective environments. In Eo's speech, it sounds consistently
the same.
In only one instance did he replace it with a glottal stop [1] word-
finally; this was the single such pronunciation of that word. Furthermore. E.
only had one word in his spoken vocabulary with an l' ending; thus,
generalizations are difficult. For the proper name Marlena 'Marlena', in one
of the repetitions he lost the 'rI' completely and simply lengthened the
preceding voweL However, this was a name which he used often and
perhaps on occasion he became lazy using it.
Thus, [state the distribution simply: ItI [t]
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However, an optional deletion rule may be in order.
'" I V V
3.1.15 /lI
[o,e'l"] [orexa] oreja 'ear'
[pjer?;>] [pjema] pierna 1eg'
EJ-lidGuto] Uri~ulo] triangulo 'triangle'
[qwapo] [kw~\lro] cuadro 'square'
[si!Jlat]-[si!Jla?]-
["epa?] [seU1nU] central 'central'
[pate?] [padO] pared 'wall'
[pweJ:!a]-[pweJa] [pwerjaj puerta 'door'
[tsiqoto] [sirkulo] circulo 'circle'
[ma:tera] [mMlena] Marlena 'Marlena'
[abtw] [a~lar] hablar 'to speak'
[l!o,'m'7Uj [Qorrnir] dormir 'to sleep'
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[='l1s] [naris] nariz 'nose'
E. normally uses some type of voiced. alveolar Uquid for this phoneme. The
most common variant is a frictionless continuant approximant [1].
However, [t] is used in two forms (see pared, and puuta). There is no
pattern evident: here. thus the two phones appear to be in free variation. As
well. occasionally the sound is omitted altogether when it occurs before
another consonant (see puuta, circulo, and Marltna ).
Finally, a pharyngealized version of this sound appears in dormir and
nara. The pharyngealized variants occur word internally, but there is no
obvious pattern; thus. this variant must also be considered to be in free
variation with the non-pharyngealized ones. These pharyngealized sounds
are always followed by a glottal stop, which begins the following syllable; this
appears to be a transitional sound which E. finds necessary to link to the next,
stressed syllable.
Mexico City Spanish has two 'r' phonemes; however, it appears that E.
has only one. In Mexico City the following words are pronounced with a trill;
however, E. shows the same pronunciation here as for the previous
examples.
[J~gtol
(qaJO]
[r~ylo]
[kllro]
regIa
carro
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'ruler'
'car
As his pronunciation of all the 'r' phonemes is the same, I have combined
them into one phoneme in his phonological system.
Thus, the distribution is' /J/ (IJ - [t]- [1']
As well, there is an optional deletion rule:
and a post-pharyngeal glottal stop insertion rule:19
{I'(eL V
3.1.16 {pi
/ V C
While this phoneme is found in Mexico City Spanish, no words in E.'s
vocabulary list contained the sounds corresponding to the orthographic 'ft'.
Thus, it appears that this phoneme does not occur in E.'s consonant
inventory.
3.1.17 E.'s complete phonetic inventory of consonants is
as shown in the chart on the following page:
19 The pharyngealization process appears to be a kind of
prosody, since it also applies to the [rol which follows a pharyngealized [.I'] in
dormir. Since this [m'] only occurs in a single lexical item, a separate rule is
overkill.
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- ..........
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o
3.2 Vowels
This section will discuss the five vowel phonemes found in E:s speech.
I was unable to offer near minimal pairs for Eo's vowels. due to the limited
number of lexical items in his vocabulary. However, I have in all cases tried
to show similar environments for all five phonemes.
3.2.1 Ial
[pli$atoteD [paJ.ltaJ6nes) pantalones 'trousers'
[patt?] [par~] pared 'wall'
rata) [ala) ala 'to the'
[meJo]-[meJa] [mtsa] mesa 'table'
[mMa] [mlina] mana 'hand'
[toto] [I~101 Lal0 'Lalo'
[qobi~aJ [kojlixa) cobija 'blanket'
This non-high unrounded vowel phoneme is represented by three phones in
Eo's speech: [0], [a], and [a]. Schwa often occurs in casual, relaxed speech.
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The two low vowel phones ( [oj and [a} ) are more likely to occur in more
formal situations, in newly learned words, or careful pronundation. Word-
final variants of the low back phone are usually longer than the initial or
medial variants.
No difference in distribution is apparent. thus, all three phones are
evidently in free variation.
Thus, the distribution is, la!, [01 - [01 - [al
3.2.2 lei
[OJ~cpl [or~xal oreja 'ear'
[meJo] [m~saJ mesa 'table'
[repatl [sl!Qtrall central 'central'
f:let~fonaJ [tele4>oaol teUfono 'telephone'
[kt) [k~J que 'that'
The unrounded mid front vowel phoneme is primarily represented by a
close, tense phone, but which occasionally appears as an open, lax vowel
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instead. I see this as free variation partly based on speech speed. E:s
pronunciation of this phoneme corresponds closely to the pronundation
used in Mexico Oty Spanish.
Thus, the distributio," lei [eJ - [eJ
3.2.3 IiI
[n,,,'?isJ [narisJ nariz 'nose'
[qobi~a] [kojlixa] cobija 'blanket'
[slqo] [slqkoJ cinco 'five'
[all] [aki] aqui 'here'
[tjOJfmf?iJ] [I!ormi[] dormir 'to sleep'
This high front unrounded. vowel is always represented by an [i) (just as in
Mexico Oty Spanish).
Thus, the distribution is simply:/i/ [i]
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3.24 10/
[6£0) [6xo] ojo 'eye'
[pelo) [pelo) pelo 'hair
[m~lo) [mana] mana 'hand'
lletef6no] [tele",ono) telefono 'telephone'
[qwll!Jo] [kw~c;lro] cuadra 'square'
Most of the examples of this phoneme occur in word-final position in E:s
spoken vocabulary (the only exceptions occur in ajo and ttltfono ). However,
this tense mid back rounded vowel phoneme does appear to occur
consistently with only one phone in his speech.
Thus, the distribution is simply:
3.2.5 lui
10/: [01
[tsiqolo]
[Pi6oulo)
[,irkulo]
ltrid~gulo)
circulo
triangulo
'circle'
'triangle'
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This phoneme, representing a high back rounded vowel occurs in only two
lexical items in E-'s vocabulary; thus, it is very difficult to make
generalizations about its distribution. A particularly troublesome example is
circulo [tsiqotoJ; here he replaces the first instance of the vowel with the mid
back rounded vowel phone (also found as an allophone of the phoneme
discussed in the previous section). Perhaps its rarity in his vocabulary makes
it difficult for him to gain accuracy through usage.
Thus, the distribution must be: lui: [uJ - [oj
3.3 Diphthongs
E:s spoken vocabulary does comprise some words which contain
diphthongs. One of the semivowels that makes up the diphthongs has
already been mentioned in the consonant section: the voiced palatal
approximant. The other semivowel used is the voiced Labia-velar
approximant. He uses these the same way his hearing counterparts do, in
Mexico City Spanish (except for the word yo). Here are all the examples in his
repertoire.
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33.1 Inventory
/wa! (6owa] (4ywal agua 'water'
(qwapo] (kw44ro] cuadro 'square'
lweI [pwetJaHpwela] (pwerl a] puerta 'door'
(esqweta] [eskwela] escuela 'school'
[nwe/le6] (nwepes] nueves 'nine'
Ijel [pje.a.] [pjerna] pierna 'leg'
[pje] (pje] pie 'foot'
[jo] [j61 1116] yo 'I'
3.3.2 Ijol
E. only has increasing diphthongs in his vocabulary but, for the most part,
they are used correctly. However, in a few instances, he fully vocalizes the
semivowel, thus, producing a vowel
Ijol [hlPiof]
!letepizi64]-
!le.tepizi6?]
[I4pjos]
(jelepizj6n]
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labios
television
1ips'
'television'
These fully vocalized pronunciations normally occur in slower, careful
speech with unIamiliar words which he is reading.
No other diphthongs (normally found in Mexico City Spanish) occur
in E..'s speech.
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Chapter Four
4.0 Deaf Speakers' Phonology
This chapter reports on certain misarticu.1ations found in the
pronunciation of English by many deaf individuals, and compares them to E's
misarticulations of Mexico Oty Spanish. The purpose of this chapter is only
to continue to narrow down E-'s phonological features to a set which are
unique to a specialized group of individuals. This chapter does not make any
statements about language acquisition nor does it review these phonological
processes in terms of language acquisition.
I have chosen to base this chapter on a considerably dated article:
Hudgins and Numbers (1942). The reason for choosing this particular article
is that it was the most comprehensive and most-used study crones 0%7),
Nickerson 0975>' etc.), I was able to find; as well, it makes use of the largest
data base corpus.2D It clearly details phonological misarticulation processes
and their frequency in deaf students' speech. As the following quote
indicates, the age group used is relevant fo. work with E.'s speech, as is the
type of data given; i.e. their elicitation and recording technique is similar to
20 As mentioned earlier, no articles on the pronunciation of
Spanish by deaf children could be found.
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the one I used.
"This paper presents a detailed analysis of speech samples obtained
from 192 deaf pupils between the ages of 8 and 20 years, with hearing losses
ranging from a slight impairment to profound deafness" (Hudgins and
Numbers, 1942:295). Hudgins and Numbers (1942) did not use IPA symbols
for their trans~ptions, so I have converted them. They do not include
aspiration in their transcriptions, so I have also omitted. it.21 Hudgins and
Numbers do not mark stress on their example words; however. at one point
in the article. they do discuss the complexities of stress pronunciation in deaf
speech and call it "rhythm" misarticu.lation (1942;347).
Hudgins and Numbers presented deaf children with a list of simple
sentences (of approximately six words in length) to be read. Then each
researchers transcribed what they had heard; in addition, they wrote down
what they believed the intended. sentence to have been, using only the
information provided by the deaf individual's pronunciation. The
phonological errors Hudgins and Numbers found in the speech of these deaf
students often changed the meanings of words, so that entire sentence
semantics were altered. This can be seen in the difference between the
intended form and the transcription of the form pronounced by the deaf
21 As there is no aspiration of voiceless stops in Spanish,
aspiration is not an issue.
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individual (as illustrated in the following sections). Occasionally the
misarticulation produced a completely different word. I have changed some
of the section headings from those used by Hudgins and Nwnbers in order to
employ present-day terminology, and to avoid ambiguity.
This chapter is not intended to be a complete inventory of deaf speech
misarticulations, as I have only included the deaf speech error categories
which are also demonstrated by E. This is Simply an attempt to keep the focus
on the search for unique features of speech. I chose to keep all rules which
even remotely coindded with Eo's misarticulations, but omitted the few
which could in no way be found, or which were very English-specific. Note
also, that the examples provided of E's speech are not a comprehensive list of
the particular misarticulation(s) being discussed; instead I have only included
a representative form for comparison. In each section, the first group of
examples are those of deaf youngsters attempting English words, while the
second collection illustrates E-'s attempts at spoken Spanish. The rules
proposed for E.'s speech are basically optional rules, since E. does occasionally
produce correct Mexico City Spanish pronundations.
4.1 Consonant Errors
4.1.1 Final Deletion
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[aepej!J
[bOll
[6wn§.!
[brgd6g]
[aepej)
[bo:]
(own)
[bi:do:]
'a pail'
'bought'
'Otis'
'big dog'
"Anyone of several things may happen to the {word-final1 consonant
in the speech of the deaf; it may be dropped completely, it may become a[n]
[initial] consonant in a following syllable, or it may lose all of its dynamic
properties and become merely a passive oral gesture dangling at the end of
the syllable. In rare cases a glottal stop was substituted for the final
consonant" (Hudgins and Numbers, 1942:319).22
[I] and [t] were most frequently lost in this category. Few of E.'s words end in
a consonant (a less common feature of Spanish than English). He does delete
syllable finally quite frequently, so this fits into the pattern of the English
speakers. Note the following examples of deletion in the initial-syllable:
[paQ.taI6nes] -. [p~Qtoten pantalones
[pwer!a]
[sirkuJo]
[pwep] puerta
[tsiqofo] circulo
'door'
'circle'
22 Hudgins and Numbers' only mention of the glottal stop is
in this statement In chapter 5 I will discuss this in greater detail.
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[marlena] -)
[slgkoJ
[ma:tera] Marlena 'Marlena'
[slqo] cinco 'five'
Due to the phonotactic constraints of Spanish, the deleted consonant was
typically a non-lateral sonorant (i.e. a nasal or an r). However, since this is
predictable from the general sequential constraints of Spanish, the
substitution rule for E. can simply be:
(Opt) C -, 0/ cr
However, he does periodically (Le., when fatigued or learning new
vocabulary word) delete entire word-final syllables:
[Sl!l!sQl -> [slJ
[kana~] - > [qan<l]
[kan~ - > [qan]
cinco
Canadd
Canada
'five'
'Canada'
'Canada'
This rule cannot be stated using a categorical (i.e., feature) rule, so it is
stated showing syllable loss.
Thus, we may propose a rule of the form:
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(J
./'1(Opt) (0 V
'" '"
Since the rule can apply twice in the word Canad4, I propose that this is
an iterative rule, applying from right to left (however, due to the lack of data
from E., it is difficult to assert, and couId simply be a performance-type error).
4.1.2 Consonant Denasalization
'at the corner'
'summer'
'thing'
"Any consonants may become nasalized by the failure of the speaker to
close the nasal pharynx by raising the velum. .... Deaf children often
fail to close off the nasal pharynx in articulating consonants with the
result that nasality predominates in both consonants and vowels. Lack
of velum control is evidenced in both directions, namely, non-nasal
consonants are often nasalized and nasal consonants often become
complete stops'" (Hudgins and Numbers, 1942:315).
There was no agreement in this study on the most common consonants
affected. The word 'summer' listed above has a portion of the nasal
denasalized and occluded, so the category is still appropriate.
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E. denasalized Inl word intemaJly, but never word initially. However,
since his vocabulary contained only one n-initial word (naris), this could be
an acrident of the data. There are no examples of denasalization of f m/; the
velar [g] is typically deleted.
[mano]
[k,,!!aQll]
[pamaI6nes]-)
[m~±o]
[q6!!6<1a]
[l'a.!ofO!eD
mano
Canadd
pantalones
televisi6n
'hand'
'trousers'
'television'
These examples show that, when f nf was denasalized, it produced a non-
continuant with the same voicing and primary place of articulation as In/.
Thus, the rule for E. is:
(Opt) C
[
+ nasal]
+co<
C
-. [- nasal]
B son
B tat
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v v
'.1.3 Voice Onset Time (V.O.T.) of Stops
[J21aek!!6g] [Qaekt~ 'black dog'
l!!6j~at] [poj.!J1Ot] 'boys bought'
[liiw!!] [flJ!} 'food'
[gamj l!>amJ 'gum'
[ba!g] [bae],l 'bag'
[!!16wk] f!1owk] 'joke'
[JiQ.;J [JT!D 'ridge'
"Deaf children find it difficult to control the thoracic and buccal
pressures in the manner required. for the proper articulation of [voiced] stops"
(Hudgins and Numbers, 1942:313).23 This error involves pronundation of a
voiceless stop for a voiced one, or less commonly. a voiced stop for a voiceless
This most often occur.; with [b,d,g,d3J becoming [p,t,k,tJ].
This type of error was found in E:s speech, not only with stops but also
for fricatives. Furthermore, in E.'s speech. it is more common for a nasal stop
{ (nl ) to switch V.O.T, than for an oral one (such as (kJ). The foUowing
examples illustrate this type of error, in both directions:
23 Discussed in greater detail in Mahshie and Conture (1983)
where laryngeal behavior was analyzed using a fiberoptic nasolaryngoscope.
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[sijo!ll
[pjerna]
[par<!1!J
(lelellizj6!l1 -,
[sijoIl sillon
[pje.J:t->] pier"a
[pale£] pared
Elelellizi6£] lelevisi6"
'(arm)chair'
1eg'
'wall'
'television'
[6lfO)
[klilfaj
[koflilfa]
[a!9]
[6~oJ
[q6~a]
[qabi~al
[ali]
aja
caja
cobija
aqui
'eye'
'box'
'blanket'
'here'
Althought the EngIish-speaking deaf children switched V.O.T. without
making any other modifications, note that,. for E., the voicing changes always
result in some type of [+lowJ consonant either a glottal [ ? J or a pharyngeal
( 'l l So. this process is in fact quite different from the one used by these deaf
students.
Consonant sounds produced by the vocal cords are described as (+lowl,
as they are produced at the very lowest edge of the vocal tract. The correlation
in Eo's speech between [+low} consonants (i.e. glottals and pharyngea1s) and
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V.C.T. changel thus. appears to result from the fact that V.C.T. is also
controlled at the vocal cords.
Therefore. the V.D.T. rule for E. can be described as:
(Opt> C
[B voice]
C
[
-S vOicel
+ low
4.1.4 Consonant Substitution
l!ejd) ~ejlJ 'raid'
[wii!6wd] [wijY{owt] 'we rode'
l!ejs] ~ejsJ 'race'
lilejl] Uejj 'slate'
l§ijl] Wjl] 'seal'
"The problem in consonant substitution appears to be one in
which the deaf child substitutes a similar though perhaps easier sound
for another .0.. The deaf child learns his consonants and vowels
visually and tactually. Sounds which are produced. using similar lip
and tongue articulations (i.e., features that are visible to the listener)
are often substituted for one another. In this study the [phones] [JI and
[5] ranked highest in frequency of being replaced. by other soundS'
(Hudgins and Numbers, 1942:314).
They explain that the phones most often replaced are: [JI -) [wI: [s] -) UI. or
[sJ-> [<I·
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As mentioned in the previous chapter, there are numerous consonant
substitutions in Eo's speech. I have not listed each word with this type of
error, but simply shown some examples of each type of substitution. The
substitutions made by E. are often not the same ones as those made by deaf
English speakers, but nonetheless they are generally quite predictable.
FIrst note the fonowing data.:
[Ia~ja!! [t.\~iaD labios 'lips'
[PllQlaI6ne!!-> [pl!:latilteD pantalones 'trousers'
[m~saj [meI·j-[meIa] mesa 'table'
[b6I~] [botIO] balsa 'pwse'
[mana!! [mana[J manos 'hands'
It is evident that E. shows the same misarticu1ation of [s] as Ul which
has been seen in this study of English-speaking deaf children. In addition, E.
has a single occurrence of [8J. Since single occurrences are not amenable to
generalization, I will propose that. in Eo's speech, there is a general optional
rule which can be described as:
(Opt)
[
+ Stri']
+ cor
-vcd
[
-ant J
+ high
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The deaf children's substitution for 'r' is evident in Eo's speech in another set
of data which illustrates what may happen to r sounds:
[PO£OO] - > [pa!t7]
[pwenal - > [pwe:!la]
pared
puerta
'wall'
'door'
We see that (dark) 1'5 may be subsituted for Cs. Since [t] is the only
other liquid in Eo's sound system, this substitution is unsurprising.24 Thus,
we can state:
(Ope)
[
+cons] [+ lat J
+ son + back
- nas - cont
These English-speaking deaf children also plosivize fricatives.
[ ,":Lij] -> [[",Iij] 'Sally'
24 English [ J ] is characterized by extremely strong (but non-
distinctive) lip rounding, which is very visible. Thus, [ w ], which is also very
strongly lip-rounded is an obvious substitution. However, one would not
expect the same substitution in Spanish, as both Spanish I sound are
completely without lip rounding.
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[ wijsa]J - > [wijlA] 'wesaw
In E.'s speech we also find a strong tendency for fricatives to become stops.
[Q@] -> [4e!io] dedo 'finger"
l!@] -> E!~ol todo 'all'
[al!hIrJ -> [a!!t6.l] hablar 'to speak'
[l;ywa]
-> [oQwa] agua 'water'
[reylo] -> [Jegto] regia 'ruler'
Note that in Eo's speech the plosivized fricatives are always voiced
This can be described as:
(Opt) [~::] [+ cant]
As discussed in Chapter 3. E. extensively substitutes uvulars and pharyngeals
for velars:
[ore"a]
[b6!<;a]
- > [Q.Jeg<>]
-> [~6g<>1
oreja
boca
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'ear'
'mouth'
l!>arol -> [gam] carro 'car
[es]>welaJ -> [esgwetal escuela 'school'
[g;!JoJ -> [g"!o) gato 'cat'
[;!ywaJ -> [agwaJ agua 'water
['IIllio) -> ['120 J-['I9.oJ cinco 'five'
[a;pJ -> [620 ] aja 'eye'
[aP) -> [a21) aqu{ 'here'
This sort of substitution was not evident in the study of English-speaking deaf
individuals. However, it is widespread in E:s speech.. Since velars are not
visible to the eye. it may be conjectured that E. attempted some sort of
consonant which is produced at the back of the mouth and succeeded all too
well. While uvuJars are produced. with the back of the tongue, and
pharyngeals with the tongue root, both types of sounds occur about as far back
in the vocal tract as is physiologically possible.
Unlike any previous rules, this articulation was not optional, but
Obligatory. Thus, E:s rule is:
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[
- son J
+ back
[- high J
The final set of data illustrates several occurrences of glottal stop:
[pj~Cl!al -> [pjei!;>] pierna 1eg'
[tel~<f>o!!oJ -> EletefOIol teUfono 'telephone'
[sijO!!l -> [sijOI] sWan '(arm)chair'
[par~Q] -> [pattI] pared 'wall'
l:leJellizj6!!l-> Eletellizi6I] televisi6n 'television'
[semnilJ -> [s!!paI] central 'central'
Note that the OCCWTence of glottal stop in English-speaking deaf individuals
is relatively rare. I quote (again) from Hudgins and Numbers:
"Anyone of several things may happen to the (word-final] consonant
in the speech of the deaf; it may be dropped completely, it may become
a[nJ (initial] consonant in a following syllable, or it may lose all of its
dynamic properties and become merely a passive oral gesture dangling
at the end of the syllable. [n rare cases a glottal stop was substituted for
the final consonant [italics mine]" (Hudgins and Numbers, 1942:319).
Note that the sounds which become glottal stops in Eo's speech are typically
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coronal consonants, and OCOll', not just in word·final position, but medially
as well. Thus, the rule proposed is:
<Optl C
(+cor]
+ low
- vcd
- cant
-lat
This is a very common process in Eo's speech_ However, the rule
describing it is quite complex. [n the following chapter I propose a simpler
way of accounting for this process.
4.2 Vowel Errors
"The experimenters were less critical in determining the degree
of vowel accuracy than that of consonants. The justification for this
lies in the nature of the vowel itself and in degree of tolerance of the
normal ear for a wide degree of vowel distortion. Classifications of
vowels into rigid categories in which each vowel is assigned a definite
oral conformation and definite bands of frequendes representing a
distinctive quality can be done only by having subjects intone the
vowels singly and without context. Vowels in normal speech berome
mere approximations of rigid forms. Speech is intelligible and may be
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even considered normal in which the vowels only remotely approach
the degree of accuracy set up by the phonetiaans and phonologists.
The acoustic structure or quality of vowels varies widely within a
group of individuals. Furthermore, the immediate phonetic context,
the degree of stress and rate of syUable utterance all are factors
modifying the vowel.
"Vowels in the speech of the deaf rarely reach the degree of
accueacy attained by those in the speech of normal hearing persons.
Vowel errors weee listed only when the assigned vowel was totally
unrecognizable'" (Hudgins and Numbers, 1942:321).
Hudgins and Numbers (1942) included diphthongs in this section, as
have 1. I have altered. their section headings slightly so as to conform with
present-day terminology.
01.2.1 Substitution
[pjjpol) [pl!a"'IJ 'people'
[d3!nJ [d3ejnJ 'John'
[b~) [p!!'.n) 'barn'
[m§dJ [milt] 'made'
[b@ [p~J 'buy'
[m!!.it!.im] [m!!~J 'my team'
"Deaf children not only substitute vowels whose formations are
similar, for instance [I] foe [ij] but they also substitute one vowel foe another
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in which the formations are dissimilar'" (Hudgins and Numbers, 1942:321).
nus type of vowel error had the greatest frequency. There was no one
consistent vowel error.
Just as with the deaf children, there was little consistency in Eo's
substitutions, except that E. did not replace a vowel with a dramatically
qualitatively different one:
[pOQ.@6nes] -> [pil:IQtoten pantalones
[k!ma]
[I$!!l
[kollix!!l
['lQ.mQ]
[~Q]
[qobl~Q]
cama
caja
cobija
'bed'
'box'
'blanket'
We see that E. often replaced the low front vowel with a back vowel, as
described by this rule:
(Opl) v
[+low}
[+backl
Another substitution involved. the mid front vowel:
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[par~]
[k{]
[pat~?l
[k{]
pared
que
'wall'
'that'
~skwela] ~sqwetal escuela 'school'
This can be described as foUows:
(Opt) v
1
- high1
-low
-back
[-ATR]
[b@
[dW
4.22 Diphthong Production Errors
[bgj] 'boy'
'day'
I!!ihaov] 1: have'
"A diphthong, properly artirulated, is a fusion of two
movements, it is similar in this respect to compound consonants."
Just as with that error, with diphthongs "two components were
separated or prolonged until two distinct vowels were heard .. "
(Hudgins and Numbers, 1942:322).
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There was only one diphthong which was prolonged in E:s speech: /jo/.
This occurred in two words:
<Opl)
(lele~izjQnl -,
[l~~
Thus, the rule is:
[-'Yillcons
-md
E!ele~iziA7J television
labios
[.,yill
'television'
1ips'
v
4.2.3 Neutralization
[will
[u£jn]
[mill
[b;\!d]
[~Il
[~n]
[~
[b!!.dj
'will'
'train'
'me'
'bird'
"Neutralization of vowels is a form of vowel substitution; it is
listed as a separate category because it represents a very definite type of
error rather than [simple] substitution.
"A vowel is neutralized when a minimum modification occurs
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in the vocal canal during its production. The quality and often the
duration of such vowels are similar to those of short unaccented
vowels. There is a tendency ... for vowels in unaccented syllables to
become neutral vowel.. When syllables usually accented lose their
accent and vowels become neutralized. the speech becomes more or less
unintelligible. Vowels in the speech of deaf children, both in accented
and unaccented. syllables, are often neutralized" (Hudgins and
Numbers, 1942:324).
This was the second most frequent error category for the deaf English
speakers. This was also quite common in Eo's speech, as can be seen in these
words:
[rn;lno] [m~toJ mano 'hand'
[n!!rfs] [~J'7isJ nariz 'nose'
[I@jos] [l@ioD labios 1ips'
[b6k~ (p6<@] boca 'mouth'
[~is~ ['@rni~ camisa 'shirt'
Note that, unlike neutralization for hearing speakers, which normally
occurs in unstressed environments, schwa is substituted in stressed and
unstressed syllables (although it does occur more often in unstressed syllables
than stressed syllables). Thus, the common rule for E. and the English-
speaking deaf children is:
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<Opt) v -, - high
-low
+ back
-md
-ATR
4.2.4 Nasalization25
''The speech of many of the deaf pupils studied was affected by
nasality in varying degrees. When this reached what the
experimenters considered an excessive degree the sounds were listed in
the nasality category. Vowels occuring in syllables with nasalized
consonants were more commonly nasalized. Those pupils, therefore,
who were inclined to nasalize consonants also were the chief offenders
in nasalizing vowels. It is difficult to determine whether the audition-
errors caused by nasality are to be attributed to the defective vowel or
consonant since both result from the lack of control or malfunctioning
of the velum" (Hudgins and Numbers, 1942:324-5).
"The problem of nasality, therefore, unlike the other types of
errors studied in this paper, is common to both consonants and
vowels" (325).
In some environments (Le., where a In/ has been deleted), E. produced
compensatory nasalization. However, on occasion he also produced
nasalized vowels without any nasal consonant in the environment. It
should be noted, however, that just as Hudgins and Numbers had to
25 "The term nasality as used in this paper means the effects
produced by failure of the velum to close the nasal pharynx" (Hudgins et al.
194B24).
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determine a cut--off point for marking nasality. so did L This is not to say that
there was no nasality in other words which have not been marked for it. but
that these may have had less extreme examples of nasalization.
[PllJ!lal!!oes]-. [p!!ol£leD pantalones 'trousers'
[si,iOo] [sijO?] sillon '(armlchair'
[m~oJ [~loJ mana 'hand'
[b6I~ [bot@ bolsa 'purse, bag'
[Iglo] [Illlo] LaiD 'LaIo'
Thus, the rule for deaf speakers. including E. is:
<Opt) V -. [+nas]
Note that, in this chapter, we have presented certain similarities
between E:s production of spoken Mexico City Spanish and the production of
spoken English by a number of deaf individuals. Although a number of
similarities were found. there are also a few interesting differences. These
differences will be discussed further in the following chapter.
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5.0 Discussion
Three areas are discussed in this chapter: pre-speech vocalizations in
terms of laryngeal features, Genie's laryngeal behaviour (with Susan Curtiss'
comments), and finally the feature geometry of Eo's laryngealizations.
5.1 Pre-Speech Vocalizations
Many researchers have investigated the phonetic realization of pre-
speech sounds. This is a difficult task as pre-speech infant vocal tracts are not
yet formed for production of all speech sounds. Ingram (l989:98) states that
there is a "physiologicallimitation on the [infant's] early vocal tract" He also
states that the glottal stop predominated for the first 8 weeks of life in infants
he studied.
Several researchers have done considerable work comparing the
vocalizations of pre-speech hearing with those of pre-speech deaf infants. It
was not an easy task to collect the subjects, as infants this young are often not
yet diagnosed with hearing impairments. Oller, Eilers, Bull and Carney (1985)
are one of the groups that look at this phenomenon:
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"To the extent that a deaf infant vocalizes like a hearing infant, the
sounds of both can be assumed. to be independent of auditory input To
the extent that the infants systematically differ, the vocalizations of the
hearing infant can be assumed. to involve imitation or some other
forms of adaptation to environmental sounds'" (Oller tt aI. 1985:47).
This study also notes that through personal communications with various
researchers they have leamed that "deaf babies may, in general, produce
relatively large proportions of this particular feature [i.e., the glottal stop].
The reason is unclear at this time, but the matter is being explored further"
(Oller et ai., 1985:57).
Another researcher looking at this problem (Stoel-Gammon, 1988)
details the glottal feature's use in both deaf and hearing infants. "In terms of
sound classes, glottaIs predominated [in the untrained speech of hearing-
impaired (HI) subjectsl ... unlike [the vocalizations] of NH [normal-hearing]
subjects in the same age range'" (Stoel-Gammon, 1988:303)... In a study of
three HI subjects "... the only phones that appeared in the repertoires of all
three subjects were the glottaIs [ h , 1 ] and syllabic [ m ]" (303).
In terms of place of articulation, Stoel-Gammon (1988) shows that both
HI and NH subjects have the glottal phones [ h ] and [ 1 ] in their
inventories, but:
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"the two glottal phones tend to represent a larger proportion of
consonantal types in the HI samples. ... Studies focusing on
proportional occurrence of consonantal tokens (rather than
types), have [also] shown that glottal phones typically acrount for
a larger proportion of phones in HI babbling samples than in
samples of NH subjects'" (Stoel-Gammon 1988:3(6).
The key to Stoel-Gammon's studies (see also Stoel-Gammon &: Otomo, 1986)
is that the glottal characteristics are visible only in pre-speech-training session
infants. Linguistic input with intense speech training seems to give the
infant enough information to language-spedalize speech.
Another study (Lach et af. 1970) followed the phonological
development of deaf infants through their first year of a program which
emphasized use of residual hearing; this study revealed the same pattern. In
the consonant analysis section tach n af. (970) state that, before training.
"glottal stops and breathy /h/·like sounds which occur in early infancy, but
not at a linguistic level in English ...N occurred almost 50% of the time (tach
d al. 1970-524). 'The marked decrease of glottal consonants dwing the first
three months of training appeared to be due both to propioception rapidly
giving way to auditory feedback and to the effectiveness of reinforcement
procedures" (tach d ai. 1970:526).
Because I have mentioned not only cross-linguistic issues in the study,
but also data on deaf infant pre·speech vocalization, I must make reference to
at least one study done on "normal" hearing children. One study I found
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which clearly describes their speech happens to discuss Swedish infants.
Holmgren. Lindblom. Aurelius. Jalling. and ZetterstOm (1984) studied eight
hearing infants of Swedish parents. Their results show similar findings to
those mentioned previously, i.e., "there is an abrupt change around 30 weeks
[of agel when glottal attributes decrease dramatically'" (Holmgren et ai.
1984:55). Their study reveals that "the development of motor performance
begins with an initial period of glottal ... modulations ..." (Holmgren et ai.
1984061).
All of the studies presented above show a predisposition by infants to
use glottals in their first attempts at sound production. The glottals are then
slowly lost as language-sperific sounds begin to appear in their vocalizations
as the infants develop. Since language-specific sounds are learned, and if
laryngeal features are innate (or predisposed), then perhaps children who
have nothing with which to replace them will continue to use them. I
present examples of such children in the next section.
52 Genie
The best-documented case of a hearing child subjected to extreme social
isolation is that of "Genie" (a pseudonym), a child found after years of
extreme neglect and isolation. Her case has been documented by linguist
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Susan Curtiss (see Curtiss et al. 1974; Curtiss 1977; Fromkinetal. 1974).
I will not give a detailed. description of Genie's life up to her discovery,
as this can be found in the previously-mentioned works by Susan Curtiss.
The relevant information about her life before being found is that she was
isolated from human contact and speech for some 13 years. Her linguistic
abilities were negligible when she was first found, but over lime and with
great assistance from researchers she gained huge strides in her language
skills. As her imitative skills improved, her spontaneous speech still lagged
behind.
"Genie can pronounce many sound sequences in imitation
which she does not use in spontaneous speech. It is dear that her
output is more constrained by her own phonological 'realization' rules
than by her inability to articulate the sounds and sound sequences of
English. This shows that, even in an abnormal case of language
acquisition, one must differentiate between a child's phonological
system and phonetic ability" (Curtiss et al. 1974:534).
Although this phenomenon is common in hearing children. it is also
evident in E.'s speech. Curtiss mentions it to illustrate that the ability to
reproduce a sound is not the same as the spontaneous use of a sound; it is
important to keep this in mind. Note that this occurs in the speech of E. and
Genie, who were both adolescents, just as it does in that of "normal" hearing
children learning their first language.
The above quote dearly differentiates between phonologically-induced
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"errors" and accurate phonetic vocalizations; both E.'s and Genie's (as
discussed in Curtiss, 1977) limitations (due to their phonological systems) are
not commensurate with their phonetic abilities. For example, some of the
phonological rules discussed for these individuals reveal several variants per
phoneme; these reveal phonetic ability, but may not be part of the speaker's
phonological system. In Eo's laryngealizations, just as in Genie's
glottalizations, there were no consistent rules. Thus, this inconsistency is
evidently due to the fact that the data collected for both E. and Genie reflects
(the more accurate) imitations as well as the Oess accurate) spontaneous
utterances.
In her article on deaf children of hearing parents, Susan Goldin-
Meadow (1985) gives a detailed report on the children's language. Her
emphasis is on the gesture system many deaf children create, apparently as a
result of relative language isolation: they are unable to communicate using
only vocalizations. and have (as yet) no exposure to a signed language. This
created gesture system is commonly referred to as "home-sign". Goldin-
Meadow also notes the vocalizations used by these children but qualifies
them by saying: U All four deaf children in this study were found to use both
vocalizations and gestures to communicate. However, in every instance ...
gestures appeared to be the child's primary means for communicating
information" (Goldin-Meadow 1985:213). .. ... (T]heir few meaningful
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vocalizations ... were used. only as single, unCOMected words ..." (Goldin-
Meadow 1985:214). This was also the case in some of Eo's utterances, Le., he
seemed to add them as a courtesy to the hearing receiver. At other times,
however, the vocalizations were all the output given.
Goldin-Meadow calrolated the distributions of the children's various
geshU'es and vocalizations. "The children varied tremendously on their
production of meaningless vocalizations alone (recall that meaningless
vocalizations were either unrecognizable sounds spontaneously produced by
the child or imitated sounds elicited by the child's caregiver)" (Goldin-
Meadow 1985:228). She explains the distribution pattern: "The more
meaningless vocalizations alone a child produced, the fewer gestures alone
that child produced" (Goldin-Meadow 1985:228).
"In addition. all of each child's meaningful vocalizations
were single words (either nouns, verbs, adjective, or modulators
such as no, yts, uh-ch). Almost half (43%, 36/82) of all of the
meaningful words produced by the four children were
accompanied by a gesture, and in 69% (25/36) of those gesture-
plus-vocalization sequences, the word conveyed the same
meaning as the gesture" (Goldin-Meadow 1985:228).
This evidence suggests that vocalizations had little value in the
communica tion systems of these children. I am not going to make a
judgement call on the semantic value of E.'s vocalizations, except to note that
he made few gestures alone Cie. gestures were mostly accompanied by a
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vocalization), had a fair number of "meaningless vocalizations" (fitting into
Goldin-Meadows category of elicited words), and had mostly on~word
utterances. Thus, E.'s overall language production fits into the distribution
pattern she found in some of her children. The interesting thing is that her
children were 1-5 years old, the older ones often having already begun going
to oral schools (schools that teach vocalizing, not sign language). E. was 16
years old at the time of this srudy, yet, from a phonological stand-point, there
are definite similarities with his speech and Goldin-Meadows children.
''The ten deaf children we have observed over the course
of our two srudies share the same two characteristics necessary
for inclusion in the srudies: (1) each child was congenitally deaf
and unable to acquire spoken language naturally even with a
hearing aid; (2) each child had not yet been exposed to a
conventional sign language" (Goldin-Meadow 1985:239).
And, of course, they are all deaf children of hearing parents.
With regard to Genie, Goldin-Meadow (1985) mentions her lack of a
communication system of her own at the time of her discovery at the age of
135 years (Goldin-Meadow 1985:241). Her speech did. however, improve
during her exposure to spoken English.
"However, Genie did not succeed in acquiring all of the
properties of spoken English even after she was exposed to
linguistic input Rather, she acquired many of the same
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language properties we have found in the deaf child's
spontaneous gesture systems (e.g., ordering rules, recursion);
that is, she acquired some of the properties of language which we
have called resilient. ... Further, even after intervention, Genie
failed to develop certain properties of English (e.g., the auxiliary,
movement rules). These properties of language were also found
to be absent from the deaf child's gesture system. Thus, these
properties do indeed appear to be fragile - properties of language
whose development appears to require the conditions under
which language is typically learned" (Goldin-Meadow 1985:241-
2).
As mentioned earlier, my study does not Look at the semantic and syntactic
values of E.'s utterances, but I feel this point should at least be mentioned in
order to understand the similarities between Genie and the language of deaf
children of hearing parents (inclUding E.).
Susan Goldin-Meadow also mentions a hearing child named Jim
(discussed in Sachs, Bard, &: Johnson, 1981; Sachs &: Johnson, 1976) "whose
deaf parents exposed him neither to conventional oral nor to conventional
manual linguistic input ..." (Goldin-Meadow 1985:242). This child was found
to have developed "many of the resilient properties of language ..., but was
not observed to develop the fragile properties" (Goldin·Meadow 1985:242). In
summation Goldin-Meadow looks at the possible impact of findings from
research with children who were subjected to these various forms of
linguistic isolation:
"An entire spectrum of severity of language learning
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deprivations might eventually be established in this manner,
environments which would empirically define a spectrum of
language properties running from the most resilient (developed
virtually everywhere) to the most fragile (needing the most
finely tuned SUpPJrt to find expression)" (Goldin-Meadow
1985~42).
Fll'St, the terms "resilient" and "fragile" need to be elaborated. Susan Goldin-
Meadow uses these terms to describe different types of language properties:
those which are found in an individual's language without further
reinforcement, and those which need to be supported in order to be learned
or maintained.26 This terminology overlaps somewhat with the use of the
term 1anguage universals'. Of those aspects of language which are innate,
some will not be maintained without reinforcement while others will.
Learned features are also discussed within this paradigm, but I am
concentrating only on the innate aspects, in particular the phonological
aspects. The "resilience" of [+low] features is proved to be minimal once
they are dropped for language--speci.fic phonological forms, even though they
are apparently innately universal. They are not resilient, and so disappear
once individuals replace them with the particular phones of their language's
26 Although these terms are sometimes confused with 'universal'
terms such as innate and learned, they cannot be assessed as parallel to these
terms. Innate features, to my mind, are either resilient or fra~e. Learned
~tl,.~eie:8f~f~:t~~~e language acquisition paradigm an can also be
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phonology.21
I contend that. if there are universal syntactic features of language,
then there couId also be universal phonological features. Of these, some are
therefore "resilient", others "fragile ft • The results I found look phonetic' Le.,
not rule-based, but perhaps conventional phonological rules do not reveal a
pattern that is, nonetheless, present. Perhaps these features are remnants
which have slowly been trained out of the language systems of these groups
(Le., fragile features being replaced), but have remained in certain individual
words, rather than in predictable phonological environments.2S
In several works written about Genie, the use of laryngeal/glottal
sounds is documented. For instance, Fromkin et al. (1974:89) mentions
Genie's '1aryngeal mechanisms". As well, Curtiss discusses the general
qualities of Genie's speech in her book (Curtiss 1977). Curtiss explains the
qualities in the following paragraph:
"A few comments about Genie's spontaneous speech are
in order. Genie's voice quality is abnormal. Although her vocal
control is improving and normalizing, untrained people often
27 This lack of resiliency follows from the feature .seometry which
f~k1s~~:~~v~;c;}:o~~o~;~e~(~~~tion. This belief lS further
proces::s haJ~ir:a~m~1~~rth~~~~t=1i~o~f~~~~bs,
except in certain indivi~ualwords (Le. some of the most common verbs) like
sltep - slept.
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remark that she sounds like a deaf or cerebral-palsied individual.
Comments from trained speech pathologists suggest that she
sounds like a child with cerebral palsy and not like a person who
is deaf. Regardless, there are abnormal aspects to her speech that
color almost all of her spontaneous output, segmental and
nonsegmental, and make the use of traditional IPA symbols
inexact- Her vowels are generally laxed and centralized; her off-
glides, too, are laxed and centralized. During the first year (I9n)
her spach was highly glottaliud - probably due to her inability
to control laryngtal medumisms. [italics mine) Her average
fundamental frequency is still abnormally high, her output very
breathy, so breathy that she often speaks in something like a
whisper. In contrast, every once in a while she utters a word
"creaky·voiced". All of these distortions make transcriptions
only approximations to her speech" (Curtiss 1977:62).
In a personal communication with Susan Curtiss I questioned her about
Genie's use of glot1315; she responded that glottal stops occurred phonetically,
not phonologically (ie., were not systematic) in Genie's speech. Curtiss had, at
first, thought that there was consistency, but by the time Genie's phonological
rules were recorded with accuracy, the consistency was not evident I
explained my intuitive sense about the glottal's existence in isolated
individuals' speech, and Curtiss replied that "there is something to having
the body know there is a speech state, and that it is there, at the glottis. Breath
meets the vocal tract there first, so if language is innate, humans would
produce glottals as an initial expression of speech" (p.c. Tues, June 13, 1995).
Note that glottals consistently appear in E.'s speech, the speech of
Genie, and the pre-speech vocalization of infants. All of this evidence
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combines to implicate glottals as either anatomically primary and/or pre-
programmed for human speech.
5.3 Feature Geometry
The two laryngealization processes used by E. are crucially different in
an interesting way (see section 4.1.4): the rule which changes velars to
uvulars or pharyngeals is an obligatory rule; velars never surface. Thus it
seems that E. has made an incorrect interpretation about how velars are
represented; he has chosen to give them a representation which involves
[+RTRl instead of one which contains a supralaryngeal dorsal node. The
second rule is an optional rule which changes coronals to glottal stops. In
most feature geometries coronal is the undersperified place of articulation.
and it may be that E. optionally interprets a supralaryngeal node with no
associated place features as a segment which lacks a supralaryngeal node.
Thus, the velar/pharyngeal rule is obligatory and the glottal stop rule is
optional; and the former involves deletion of other parts of the feature
geometry, while the latter involves E.'s unique representation for a segment.
However, these rules are also both similar in that they show that for E.
laryngeal segments are more accessible or simpler.
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Sternberger's 1993 article 'Glottal Transparency' uses "the speech of
three children learning English" {Stemberger 1993:107} to assess the
occurrence of glottals during first language acquisition. He eventually
concludes that the children's lavish "glottal participation turns out to be
natural for phonetic reasons" (Sternberger 1993:109).
Sternberger (l993:111) also notes that
"Goldsmith (I99(j,286) talks about glottals as having a 'default
place of articulation', suggesting a possible analysis where
[GlottalJ is substituted for all other articulator nodes, possibly
because glottals are relatively unmarked or easy to articulate".
Consequently, Sternberger {l993:107> proposes that glottals are
"underspecified for both consonant and vowel place of articulation features".
Accordingly, underlying glottals would completely lack any place of
articulation features. Subsequently a late default rule would fill in a feature
such as [Glottall or [Laryngeall for any segments which were without place of
articulation features. Thus, when E. uses his default consonants ([1], [Ill> in
place of other phonemes,29 he is producing consonants which have lost all
their supralaryngeal features, leaving only laryngeal features.
As for a child's use of glottals in environments where an adult does
29 For example, when glottal stop occurs in place of the final
dental stop in the word para! 'wall'.
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not. Stemberger postulates: '1lte child's process can be used to assess basic
phonological properties of glottals, with less contamination from learning
and perceptual factors than in adult grammars" (Sternberger 1993:112).
Stemberger also makes the same connection with this feature and Universal
Grammar; he discusses the child's syntactic output as a combination of
Universal Grammar and language-particular input, and continues: the
"child's early phonology can be viewed in a similar fashion" (Stemberger
1993:132). Although the work of Goldsmith (as quoted above by Stemberger)
and others (based on analyses of many of the world's languages) has
previously proposed that [Glottal] could be used. to represent a default place of
articulation, the data and conclusions in this article provide additional
evidence from child language acquisition.
As seen in the previous chapters, there are certain phonological
alterations that E. makes which are not feahJIes of deaf speech or Mexico City
Spanish. These are glottalization of coronals and pharyngealization of velars.
How can we explain this?
The glottal stop and the pharyngeal voiced fricative ( [1l, [ttl) are two
unique features of Eo's speech (see discussion in sections 3.1.4, 3.1.5, 3.1.10,
3.1.13,3.1.15,3.1.17,4.1.3,4.1.4). They share the feature (+ low]; in articulatory
terms, both sounds occur at the lower periphery/boundary of the vocal tract.
It is well known that the sounds at the other periphery of the vocal tract (Le.
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at the lips} are universally common and are also sounds that are commonly
produced by children during pre-speech stages. One of the obvious reasons
for labial use (which does not apply to low consonants) is the visi.bility of the
lips; in other words, their use is evident to babies, and, thus, easily duplicated.
However, I hypothesize that low consonants (ie. those produced at the lowest
points of the vocal tract) may also be universal and innate, and
preprogrammed on the basis of anatomy. An egressive airstream would hit
these areas of the vocal tract first; if speech sound production is built-in, it
follows that this might be one of the first places of articulation to be tried out.
Once visual feedback begins to be processed, labial sounds would become
more common.
The use of [+ low] sounds as an instinctive attempt at speech can be
very easily described by a feature geometry tree. Halle and other generative
phonologists have developed a feature tree model which makes a strong case
for an anatomical justification of my hypothesis. Kenstowicz (1994:452) and
others refer to this as the "Halle-Sagey Articulator Model of feature
geometry". This model "recognizes six articulators" (Kenstowicz 199:139)
which are distributed on a tree showing hierarchical relationships among
features.
The analysis of processes in this section is based on the most recent
version of the Halle-Sager feature tree.
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This model "simultaneously reflects two distinct aspects of features:
the anatomical mechanism by which they are phonetically
implemented, and the fact that they function as units in rules. This
convergence ... suggests that all functional feature groupings have an
anatomical basis" (Halle 1995:2).
Although independently created to describe universally common processes in
many languages, the feature tree also makes it possible to Simply and
elegantly describe two extremely common processes in Eo's speech. The fact
that this independently-created. phonological system of description operates as
it does strengthens our argument for a universal, anatomical predisposition
to produce laryngeal sounds.
The issue of accurately labelling features often creates varying models;
Halle based his most recent version of the laryngeal branch on studies of
results from X-rays of articulators, acoustic analyses, and various other tests.
Halle (l995:17) concludes from the results of these researches that
..... both the uvulars and the pharyngeals are produced with a major
constriction in the lower pharynx; they differ in this respect from [h 1],
which lack this constriction. I shall use the feature [retracted. tongue
root! ([RTR]) to distinguish laryngeal (h ?] from pharyngeal (h ~). This
is reflected formally in ...
Pharyngeals and uvulars are [+ RTR]; [glottals] are [. RTR]."
Thus, [RTRJ is the feature which is used to distinguish between these
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laryngeal pairs, as is evident in my feature tree analysis of E:s glottalization
and pharyngealization.
5.3.1 V.D.T. and Lowering Process
(± continuant I
[±strident]
[± lateral )
[ Laryitgeal )
/""[Glottal] [ Tongue Root)I "
[-Bvcd) [+RTR)
[SupraIaryngeal )
This process deletes all supralaryngeal features (including, of course, all place
of articulation features)JO and simultaneously switches voicing. At the same
time the [Laryngeal] node may optionally acquire the feature [+RTR1.. which is
30 If no other changes occur.. this results in a glottal stop by a
late default rule.
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characteristic of pharyngeals.J1 Hence this process describes the simultaneous
alteration of V.O.T. and place of articulation in E:s speech. (See Section 4.1.4
for the traditional SPE formulation of this rule.)
53.2 Glottalization
(± continuant
[±strident]
[±laterall
[Laryngeal] [ SupraJarYngeal ]
'"
[ Oral Place ]
I(Coronal]
This process is both simpler and more general than the previous one, in that
E. is choosing a representation which involves less structure and, in this
sense, it is a 'simpler' sound. While it applies only to coronals, the process is
31
produces.
This will yield the voiced pharyngeal fricative which E.
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far-reaching in that it completely delinks all supralaryngeal features. As in
the previous process, a subsequent late default rule results in a glottal stop.
This feature tree diagram can quite simply produce the same result as the
more complex traditional rule shown in chapter 4, section 4.1.5.
Along with providing a better analysis of E.'s system than a standard
generative account, these data also provide a good argument for feature
geometries. By using them in this analysis, feature geometries allow us 1) to
show how these two rules are related (i.e., they both require the presence of
the [laryngeal] feature; and 2) to show that [laryngeal} is less embedded in the
geometry, and therefore earlier acquired (and more pervasive in E-'s case)
than specific supralaryngeal features. This analysis of E.'s use of laryngeals
also makes a strong case for their 'resiliency'.
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6.0 Conclusion
The [Laryngeal} features of glottalization and pharyngealization
consistently displayed in E.'s speech are not normally features of Mexico City
Spanish, nor are they misarticulations found in deaf speech. Yet laryngeal
alterations can be found in the vocalizations of pre-speech infants, who lose
this feature unless deaf, in which case it is retained until a language model is
taught. Genie also had abnormallaryngealizations when first discovered, but
once presented. with a language model she lost this feature over a short
period of time. Also, on an interesting note, my most recent communication
with E., which was almost a year after he had received hearing aid devices
revealed a significant reduction in laryngeal abnormalities in his speech. r
was unable to do any formal analysis, so this result has not been mentioned
in the body of this work.
E.'s lack of language training has allowed. for retention of certain
features in his speech which can not be accounted for simply by factoring in
his deafness. His isolation, involving only a lack of linguistic contact (rather
than the additional psychological trauma and neglect documented for Genie)
could explain the unique variables in his speech.
'17
All these discoveries point to the innate quality of laryngeal sounds in
humans. This feature does not appear to be ~resilient" so that it: is quickly
replaced or masked by supralaryngeal features once a language model is
introduced. But in those who have little or no linguistic input, the
feature[Laryngeal] remains dominant.
6.1 Final Summary
This thesis has been a discussion of some of the universal and innate
features of phonology. In partirular, it has looked at the speech of E., a deaf
teenage Mexican immigrant who had no formal education and no access to a
language which he could use as his first language. His speech, though
difficult to analyze or understand contained slrong laryngeal features which
could not be explained through language-specific rules.
[n Chapter Two [ reviewed the model of Mexico City Spanish (see
Canfield. 1981; Cressey, 1978; Perissinotto, 1975) provided by la familia; and to
which E. would have been exposed. In Chapter Three, [ described the
phonological system of E:s speech, and compared it to the Mexican Spanish
system presented in the preceding chapter. [then compared his speech to
that of deaf speakers (Chapter Four), in particular to children enrolled in a
school that teaches speech to children with varying degrees of hearing loss
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(see Hudgins & Numbers, 194:2).
In Chapter Five any remaining anomalies were compared to the
vocalizations of pre-speech infants and to the phonology of Genie (provided
by Curtiss (1977> and Curtiss (p.e».
The feature [Laryngeal] did show up in the literature on pre-speech
infant speech sounds (see Ingram, 1989; OUer d al., 1985; Stoel-Gammon,
1988; Lach d at., 1970). Thus, the laryngeal features in E.'s speech also
occurred as the first sounds produced by children before they develop
language-specific phonological systems.
The unique case of Genie, the isolated, traumatized child who was
eventually taught to speak, revealed that her initial vocalizations were also
very laryngeal, but that this feature was quickly lost as her speech improved
(see Curtiss d al., 1974; Curtiss, 1977; Curtiss (p.c.». Use of this information
has revealed that both she and E.. shared the common experience of isolation
from society through an inability to communicate, which manifested itself in
a language form devoid of learned rules and structures, thus revealing a base
of universal features.
The opportunity to learn any language i.e., signed or spoken, was not
available to E., and so he grew up in a form of social isolation which only
removed him from any communication with most of the individuals in his
life. Unlike Genie, E. did not, according to his own accounts, suffer any great
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hardships or abuse.
The feature [Laryngeal] was revealed as a common one in the speech of
isolated individuals. Its simple physiological production, Le., at the source of
breath and voice, logically displayed a universal, innate aspect of human
language.
The thesis presents the hypothesis that laryngealization is an innate,
universal quality of human speech, which is justified. in part. by human
physiology. The independently-created phonological descriptions of feature
geometry also support this view.
The thesis proposes that the use of lacyngeals is universal and constant
until a language model is available to replace them with language-specific
phonological features. If this does not occur during "normal" language
acquisition stages, then the features remain until such a time as they are
finally supplanted. This is a universal feature of language acquisition at the
phonological level.
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NUMBERED STATES
1 Aguucallenhs
2 GU&n&Juato
3 Queretaro
~ Hidalgo
5 Tlucala
6 ~xico
7 Dietrito Federal
(Mexico City)
8 Morelo.
9 Puebla
10 Colilla
11 Tabaaco
12 ClUllpeche
..,
~
Speakers:
Settinlr-
Conversation;
Conversation of April, 1992
(E. and fA Familia and Researchers)
Grandmother, Rafael. and E.
Uving room in Grandmother's apartment
Two researchers operating camera and listening
Grandmother and Rafael ask E. questions and correct his
speech
E. makes no spontaneous utterances
All words spoken by E. have previously been used by
either Grandmother or Rafael (except for the number '5')
This list includes words which E. attempted more than once. This was
due to prompting from his Grandmother to correct his articulation. She
would repeat the word, loudly, and he would try again. Only with one word
('Canada') did he correct himself during his second attempt at it I have noted
this by not repeating the gloss.
I have chosen not to string Eo's utterances together in some attempt at
demarkating clauses as I have with his family members where I used their
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pauses as natural ends. The reason I have given virtually every word its own
line is that E. pauses after almost every word, making phonological decisions
about environments beyond the word haphazard. The pauses are long
enough that it would appear that only the segments combined on each line
affect one another.
His third usage of dnea 'five' was spoken while simultaneously
signing it (holding up five fingers), so the meaning of this word was dear,
despite the loss of the second syllable lsi I)kol ) (si] ,and I have kept it in the
list of intelligtble words.
~ Dialect Spanish ~
[ma:tra)-
[ma:ltra) [marl~na) Marlena 'Marlena'
[lOla] [!:lIa) Lalo 'LaIo'
f!6ra)-l!6~) l!60a) toda 'all'
[papal [papa) papa 'Dad'
[mama) [marna) mamd 'Mom'
[sno)-[s1qo)-[s1] [s1I]ko) cinco 'five'
[au) [aid] aqui 'here'
[q6d6da] [kanaqal Canada 'Canada'
[qart)
[q6n6]
[qano\la)
[kt] [k~' que 'that'
[manoa) [manos) manos 'hands'
[esqw~ta] [eskw~la] escuela 'school'
[jo] lI16] yo 'l'
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[abtwl [a~lar] hablar 'to speak'
lata] [ala) ala 'to the'
[4OJ'm'?iJI [~ormir] dormir 'to sleep'
[dGwa] [4ywa] agua 'water'
E!64o] [j6lloj todo 'all'
[pt6.!o) [plajo) plato 'plate'
[Jegtol [reylo] regia 'ruler'
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Word List Reading Session of June, 1992
(E. and Researcher)
These words were taken from the workbook E. used in his studies with
his aWlt. (She had started working with him on spelling.) I chose to use
these words for a word list as I knew that he would recognize them. I wrote
them out and asked him to read them each three times. The variants are
results of phonetic alternates within the repetitions. I have added a column
containing the pronunciation of each word based on the Mexico City
phonology work in Chapter Two so that those unfamiliar with a hearing
speaker's pronunciation may find it easier to follow the variations in Eo's
speech.
E:s Soeech Dialect Spanish ~
[6\01 [6xoJ aja 'eye'
[",,"'?isJ [narIs] nariz 'nose'
[~6q.J [b6ka] boca 'mouth'
(t.\~iof] [Ill~jos] labios 1ips'
[rueq.j [orexaJ oreja 'ear'
[peto] (pelo] pelo 'hair'
[mtoJ [mllno] mano 'hand'
[~e~oJ [gMo] dedo 'finger'
[pj""""J [pjema] pierna 1eg'
[pje] [pje] pie 'foot'
[sap<l$oJ [sapa!o] zapata 'shoe'
[q.miso] [kamisa] camisa 'shirt'
[pii;lotatef] [pllQ!a16nes] pantalanes 'trousers'
[meJ.]-[meJoJ [mesa] mesa 'table'
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[sijO?) [sljOn] sillan '(armlchair'
[palt?) [par<!ll] pared 'wall'
Elele~izi64]-
Elele~izi6?] l1ele~izj6nJ television 'television'
[boIjO] [b6lsa] balsa 'purse, bag'
EleltfOnn]-
ElelefO?o] ['elt,ono] teUfono 'telephone'
[q6mo] [kama] cama 'bed'
[pwtl1'l]-[pwtja] [pwtrja] puerta 'door'
[q6~a] [k4xa] caja 'box'
[qobi~a] [k~ixa) cob/ja 'blanket'
[sepal]-[si!;lJa?]-
["epa?] [selLtr411 central 'central'
[p410! [p410) palo 'stick, wood'
[qa.lO] [kliro] carro 'car'
[qa:!o) [94jO] gato 'cat'
[tsiqolo] [sirkulnl circulo 'circle'
Ef.liOGulo] [jri4I]9ulo] triangulo 'triangle'
[qwapo] [kw4Ijro] cuadro 'square'
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